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AMONG TUE FARMERS.

Smiih & ilacmnist,

MAISK.
"SPKKO THE PLOW."
,,>LTll PARIS.
M (Muto'l'irer of general machinery, steam en
machinery
ami
tool*
mil' work. spool
\et strew», tap·, 'Ilea ami drill# mai le au· I CunTM|M»xli nee on practical agricultural tuple·
U sol A lit· I
AililrW' all eouimuntcaUoll» InΙ ",ι'γι·Ί
Sewing, muw'.iijt anil threshing nia
ternie·! for this 'Apartment to IlKNKI 1>.
,, pumps of all klmls, presses, guns, pie
Mavn<<m>. Agricultural E'iltor Oxford Dem,ui\es. traps, etc.. neatly ami promptly re
ocrat, Pari», Me.
"airv i. •'team ami water piping lone to onler

'^LKtUT

Ι».

PARK,

Licensed

,.ιΙ'ΓΙΙ PARIS»,
terms Mixlerate.
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Auctioneer,

ΜΔ1ΝΚ.

RASPBEHY

rut: CHOICEST VARIETIESΙ.ΟΓΛΙ.

I'AKKKR,

A

THE

FIELD.
ESSENTIALLY

FRUIT, AMI SOT OOOO KOR SUIH-

FlNt. TO 1II>TAXT I'JHVIS.

\ttoraey» an·! Counsellor» at

l.aw,

lu spite of ;tll the progress that has
been made sinee the old Philadelphia
,ν '.λ) Collection Dejiartmeni.
Υ
i>. litsbee,
Ralph T. Parkci raspberry ami the Red Antwerp, we are
still without a thoroughly reliable, haidv
L. I-I CK.
and prolific red raspberry that can he
The
marketed without serious loss.
Surgeon Dentist,
best market varieties are tin» dry and
MAIN K.
tasteless. The Turner is our best berry
L i u I'AKlS,
in flavor and one of the best in size, but
eet work warrante·!.
υ y
x
it is very soft, and, unless grown in hills,
will not give a profitable crop.
The
vv<x)dbuky.
a.m.,
m.d.,
,..κατιο
Cuthbert kills back more or less every
à
winter, ami is not the highest flavored
Physician À Surgeon,
berry. It has this advantage, that it
MA1NK.
Il H I'ARIS,
will grow in dose rows, and will do fairaU'i rveMeuce, U High Street.
ly well under difficulties. But the root
gall has attacked the Cuthbert. and is
The gall
ï. s M /ru,
bidding fair to destroy it.
»
spreads with considerable rapidity, ami
I know no cure for it—except to dig up
AttcrDey at Law,
and burn. The Loudon is a grand berry,
MAINE
sitKWAY,
except that it has no keeping qualities.
H
ijo'f .·»ν rs «μ* iaa>
When picked, it must be rushed to a
cool room an«l then hastened to market.
^ Γι » Ν K. BKOOKS,
(
It is liardly safe to store it overnight.
In quality and appearance it is fine.
Attorney at Law.
The
Miller I cannot speak so surely
Notary Public.
about, but I am testing it. The ColumΜΛΙΝΚ.
·Ι HI CARIS,
bian (iocs not satisfy me as well as the
tî'.n» receive my promt per wnal attention
Shaffer. This last berry also kills back
Is
claim
in·
<-*
ma<le
it
May
K<
pal·!.
every winter, but invariably gives a good
alter- reiiorte·! ou promptly.
A
crop, in spite of the killing. I am satisΓ.
«
r.
JUNKS
Ki>
SON,
fied that we are deteriorating our rasp11
berries by not cutting back sulliciently.
Dentiste,
Old gardens, where the ground is full
MAINS.
SORW\Y,
of roots, cannot feed sulliciently and
Main St.
:
rapidly enough to fruit well canes that
I his year I
are five and six feet high.
ΚI..'{Il Κ A i'AIlK,
was compelled tocut down to three and
I
four feet, on account of winter killing.
Attorneys at Law,
I have
The result was satisfactory.
M
AINU,
ΚΚ'ΓΚΚν.,
picked better berries than in previous
'"»rk
ΚΙ!»·τ~
"vm Κ. Merrick.
I
six
feet.
years with canes at live and
have also been able to run my cultivator
lis S. II \R!.U»V,
a good «leal later, not hindered by overI think it quite poshanging branches
Attorney at Law,
sible to secure a great improvement on
VAIN*.
I>:XKll!.l.l>.
anything that we have, if our growers
will unite in raising each a few seedilugs.
J. WALDO
1 have among my own seedlings some
that are very promising, but nothing
that I am quite sure should supersede
Cuthbert. With me, Golden t^ueen. a
GRANGE BLOCK,
sport of Cuthbert, is the better plant.
NORWAY. It endures tlie winter a little better, and
Oter Advertiser Office,
root
so far has not been attacked with
ut Μ

κι

>κι» >Ά ι. ls,

main

k.

»

j

■

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
CHARLES S. LEWIS
will

BANJO,

resume

teaching

on

the

GUITAR
AND
MANDOLIN
llul'SK, South Paris,

at ANUKKWS

I I £ S D A Y of each week
Pern

anent

aihlti

su.

commencing Kel». lMh

5»> James St., Auburn.

NOTICE.

wife Racket A. Jorlan, having left my betl
tx>ar·! without u-t cause, ail iiersons are
lier upon my account,
mbj n«>t i Ile· I not to tru-t
-null pay no til Us contracte I by Iter after
li:l- late.
β. A. .JORDAN.
I'.uckflel.l, Me., July Λ, law.
Vv

WANTED. A

NlRSËT

gall.

The red raspberry should not be planted for shipping. The ideal berry will
not be a shipping berry.
Every degree
of gain in the keeping quality of ihe
of juiciness
loss
at
a
raspberry is made
Λ good shipping
berry
and flavor.
I lie
would be dry and hard and seedy.
ideal berry will be one with few- seeds
Bear in mind that
and large drupes.
the strawberry is an expanded pulp, or
end of the stalk; while the raspberry is
the swelling out of the sack that incloses
the seed. The two berries are very different in structure. It is far easier to
improve the strawberry than the raspberry. What we now want is a larger
berry, with few seeds; and when we get
it it will be a grand fruit for the home
v

young woman, not under 2·'» years
•f .i^e. of pleasing address ami good market and for home consumption—
jc.i1 tli. to train as a nurse at
never for shipping.
THE BEECHES,
The hardest problem with the raspParis Hill, Me.
berry is getting it to market iu prime orI "se new baskets, well ventilated.
der.
Have your store-room dry and well ventilated «ell as cool. (Jet into market veryin the morning; which means get
early
Uebron
of
Academy out of bed
The Fall Term
early enough to get there.
win <>|<en
This is a crucial test of your success.
Every other morning, for three weeks,
will have to be moving by daylight.
Tli*· expenses of a terra are now as low you
York law does not allow municipal
before the present splendid equipment New
from reaching
u i> < onipletetl.
>00.00 to JiV>.l)0 will ordinances to hinder you
autwelve weeks. private customers, nor can the city
I ,i> ;il! bills for a term of
make
you stand
to thorities any longer
able
are
students
self
boarding.
i;>
with perishable fruit in central market
rt-duoe expenses to a rate within the
come to you.
of any ambitious boy or girl. stations until purchasers
should have been engaged
U'nre the principal for catalogue or Your goods
two or three weeks ahead, and you
further information.
where they are to go,
W K. NAKUKXT, l'rin., Hebron. Me. should know just
each morning. They should reach your
July,
customers' hands by 0 o'clock, for immeV

Tuesday, Sept. 9,1902.
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Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Uh- mutter of
K\ KI.KTT I.

SM\RT,

Kankrupt.

)

[I

In

Bankruptcy.

lloS. t. LAKES' Κ Hal» Judge of the l)lsl.«urt of the United States for tbe District
"t Maine·
of Rumford, In the
l/V KRKTT L s.\|ART,
I 4 < ounty of Oxford, and state uf Maine, lu
mi 11 District, respectfully represents that on the
*
i'tn 'lay of Jaiiuary, last |uut, he was ï u I y
•'judged bankrupt under the Acte ot Cot··
he
has
that
<luly
(,·: >relating to Bankruptcy;
•urrendered all his property and rights of
pru|iertv, unit has fully compile·! with all the
requirement» of sal«l Acte an<l of the order» of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Where lore he prays. That he may be decreed
I
the Court to have a full 'Uncharge from all
lebts provable against Ills estate, u&der said
bankrupt Acts, except such <1 bu as are
fpie<| by law from -ucli discharge
Kited this Mh <lar of Julv, Α. I». l!*·-.
KYKRKTT L. SMART
!

··

■

Bankrupt.

4»KI»EK OK \OTICK Til Κ Κ KO V.
|M»1KU Γ ο» Μ λΙ.ΝΚ, s*.
ι»ιι this l!Hh day of July, A. I>. luui on read·
It 1.·»—
Int. tlie foregoing petltlo
ordered by the Court, That a hear'ng lie hat
A. l>.
•■(•on the same mi th·· Sth ilav of "-ept
l"i. before »ld Court at I'ortland, lu said 1>1βtri. t. at 10 o'clock lu the forenoon ; an·! that notice thereo be pu bits hut In the < »x ford l>emo·
crat, a newspaper printed In sal·! l>l-tr!ct, an·!
that all know n ο editor-, ami other pcrsous In
Interest. may appear at the -aid time and pl-ce,
a···! show cause. If any they have, why the
not l»e ({rant···!.
praver of sal·! p· tltloner should
Ali i It Is turther ordered by the Court, That
knowu cmlall
mall
to
semi
the Clerk shall
by
lUiM copies of .al l petition ami tills order, ad·
Ire-.»ed to 'heui at their places ot reslileuce a.-

.-late·!.
Halk Judge
Wltnes* the Hon. CLakks» κ
^oi t
• •f tin- said Court, and tne seal thereof, at
laud, lu -aid lH.-tri· t, on the l'Kh day of !uK,
λ. ι», im
Λ. H. MAVIS,Clerk.
[L.S.I
Λ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest' Α. II DAVIS,Clerk
norirtu
The sul»scr!!ier hereby glvae notice that he
ha* lieen duly appoluted administrator of the
e-tate of
WILLIAM C. WITH A.M. laie of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
is.η I- is the iaw directs. All iwrsons having
Icuiands against the e-tate of ·>Λΐ·Ι deceased arc
• leslred to
present the same for settlement, and
a'l In lebted thereto are requested to make pay
n» nt liumedtatelv.
WM. <>. KKiiTl'INGHAM.
•lulv l.'th. IMUS.

ΡΚΟΗΛΤΚ NOTICE*.
T.. all persons Interested In either of the Kst&i 9
hereinafter named :
At a 1'robate Court, held at Paris, |ι· and
f·
the County of * >x foni, ou the third Tuesday of
•lulv, lu the"year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and two.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter IwHcalwl, It Is hervby i>Kl>KRM>
1'liat notice thereof lie given to all persons In
te rested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Published three weeks successively In the Ox
ford l>emocrut. a newspaper published at South
Parts, in »ahl County, tliat they may appear at a
Pioltale Court to lie held at Kit m ford Kalis, on the
tlilfsι Tuesday of Aug., Λ l>. 1!M!, at i» of the
eUick In th- forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they

see cause.

\ L«'N/i> W(M)D,'ate of Hebron, deceased;
will and pctltlou for probate thereof presented
hv Annie R. Record, tne exec«trlx therein
uauied.
SARAH J. RIPLKY, late of Kucktleld. de
«■ease·!; will aud petition for probate the»e f
I· esentcd by John P. Swasey, the executor
therein named.

I.KSI.IK G PORTKR, late o' Ruin fori, <leceu-e«l, lirst account preae· ted for allowance by
John P. Swasey, administrator.

Jolis It. DkCOsTKK of Uucklleld, ward;
first account presented for allowance by James
E- Irish, guardian
THOU AS R DAY. late of Woodstock, de
«"ease I ; fits* account ure-euted for allowance by
Henry A. Wing, administrator.

THE FARMER OF THE FUTURE,
The farmer of the future will be ver,
idilferent from the farmer of to-day
! There are several things that will con
tribute to make this change, and al
these will add to his welfare and happi
ness, and not injure him in the east
First is the electric car, which will no
only affect the farmer but will alter cit,
life. You look at the last city censu
and you observe that the population ο
las
our cities has not increased in the
decade as it did in the one
Then the people were gathering into tli
centers «if activity and they did so be
cause they there had many advantage
of which they were deprived in tli
country. But now, with the electric ca
which will ere long be seen runuim
along the principal roads, they can liv<
several miles out in the country am
still have their business in the city
These things will help the tarmer ii
several ways.
Land near the electtrit
U»<
car lines will advance in price.
wealthier class will purchase it ίο
labor
residence purposes, while the
a°
will invest in a small piece of
yet his family out of the city, where h»
can live cheaper and get the fresh air
Our cities will steadily decrease in si/.t
Of population.
The telephone .she
coming cheaper and consequently mon
In a few years you wdl se
common.
Farmers wi
one on every farm home.
be able to transact much of their bu.
ness throughout the
leaving home. Neighbors and the doc
tor can be hastily summoned in case ο
sickness. The social condition will b
improved, as the whole neighborhood
this wav will come m closer touch wit
each other, ami. instead ..I pnM'«
private gatherings being spoiled bv in»*
clement weather, every one can
In
ea>ilv notified of the poaponement.
case of tire or burglary the whole
borhood can be aroused. By the app
cation of electricity to farm implements,
the farmer's work will become less laborious
Experiments have been made m
propelling the binder, mower, and plow
bv it and reported successful, so we can
expect to see it in general use before
Then the housewife need not
long.
dread the churning as she now doe>.
for instead of wearing out herself an I
her patience when the butter takes a
long while to make its appearance, a
she will need to do will be to sUirt an
stop the churn, as electricity will do the
rest.
Kural mail delivery «'H soon
oome general.
In almost all placet
lias been tried it has proved
where
self-supporting, which shows that it is a
success.
Naturally farmers have a
er social as well as business correspondmore papers
ence and a great many
and magazines are taken, which means
a good deal to the farmer, for havin
his mail brought to his door he can devote to reading the time formerly oc·
cupied in going to the village to get it.
Prairie Farmer.
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^

community^withoul
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ft

larg-

HORSES IN DEMAND?
In spite of all that has been written
and said the belief that horses are a>
pleutv as mosquitoes and as cheaj
calves still clings and the average
man with his dull-headed western chunk
listlessly crawls over the ground and
"don't believe he could sell a good horsi
,f he had one." Meanwhile the cry ncre ises in every quarter for choice drivers anil shrewd men are keenly watching
chance to pick up a promising
U
driver for some one in town or city,
s
rue that such horses are scarce an.
hard to find. The tact that diligent
ARE

Sub

STa

searching occasionally is rewarded
serves to emphasize the truth

of^the

on

of
fortunat

I hose
have a few have been realizing
ver before.
Talking with the provim wood Farm,
Lewistou
-1 have sold
th. pnst f." ««*·
Of horses and could have sold as many
more if we had had the supply re;»dy for
the market." This is the kind of talk
that tells. Mr. Sanborn is
developing the high class r«ad horse
half blood French coach—and altlu ug
he has been laboring in every <»ncelvalue w ay for ten years to get ahead of the
market and be able to supply the demand
he has never seen the time when
could not place at good prices
r as he
as many as he could produce
could get the farmers to produce from
A sharp, keen-sighted
his stallions.
business man. he foresaw the inevitable
years ago and began to prepare for th'
call, sure to come, for high class roadWith the large number of stalsters
diate use. An experienced housekeeper lions now at the farm and 100 or more
is
that
there
understands the necessity
colts developing he tinde himsolf entirely
berries shall go at once into the cans. It unable to
satisfy the
there
heated
are
and
around
they stand
farmers
would-be purchasers, and if
and in the cans
w ill be incipient decay,
who might SO easily have bred to ns
there will be ferment. This makes the
stallions, had availed themselves of the
chief ditlerence between success and failcolts would be selling
Ber- opportunity, these
of
ure in the

repeated statement.

enough

ÏÏ !

to

ÇuSlou MÎSCn Lid:
Ihliiu

breeding^nd

manytune^

^mandsofUie

^

canning

raspberries.

"all

paiiag

price» toJay i-d 'hc

ries, properly picked, properly handled farms of central Maine would no be
without crushing, properly stored, and in
loaded, as so many are, with the raft of
market on time, need no handling over •'hunks from western ranches.
again in order to insure cleanliness auil
The next tive years will witness a call
fitness to be placed directly in the cans.
for good horses beyond anything we
the
allow
pick- have
Ik· sure that you do not
seen and it will be for road horses,
for
ers to set their boxes on the ground
just the type the farmers of Maine can
sure
will
be
auts
for
of
time,
auy length
breed if they choose to seize the opp»
to crawl in and make trouble for your
rhe
tunity and get in line for dollars.
customers.
demand is here and will increase but it
1 heartily reconq^ieud those people will not be satisfied with a runt of a
who have near-by markets where they
little trotter the
less pacer or a slab-sided
can have private customers to do
horse must have size, courage, intelliwith
raspwith strawberries and more
Such
gence conformation, and act on.
berries. It is in every sense of the word horses cannot be
.n number,
produced
a
have
a local fruit, that must always
sufficient to
satisfy buyers.-Maine
local market. It is just possible that
Farmer.
we shall some time develop a raspberry
with good shipping qualities, and at the
NOT 8A0LY OFF
I do THE HIRED MAN
same time of highest tlavor, but
For private
Young men make a mistake when
not look forward for it.
think tliere is no money tube made
customers you will litid the demand to they
for farmers. They can get
be very largely for the red, but there in working
a year and board in farming.
will be some call for the yellow and the about
at eighteen, getting
black and the purple. One crate of yel- Let the boy start
board ; he has uo other
low. or (tolden Queen, to ten crates of ?2-">0 a year and
his clothes; $50
L'uthbert, will be quite sufficient. About positive expense except
Then let
for that.
the same proportion of .Shaffers will tiod is a good allowance
him appropriate §100 for books and reada quick market.—Ε. 1'. I'owell, C'liutou,
ins matter, travel and incidental exX.Ï.
penses, which is a liberal allowance,
Let him
then he has -3100 to lay by.
DEVELOPING THE COLT.
work till he is thirty years old; that is
The future usefulness of the colt, says
early enough to settle dowu. He has
•I. II. (iriswold, of the Canadian Experi- saved $1,'J00. which, with interest, will
so
ment Station, depends upon nothing
uive him $1,500 to begin with. Besides,
much as the feed during the tirst year of if he is wise and thinkiug, he has a good
horse
its life. To be useful in auy way a
start in education for farming, without
must have good bones, and, above all, any cost or experience of his own.
the
like
lie would better not work at one place
good joints. Hones are built, consumrest of the body, from the feed
for the twelve years; better chuuge about
food
the
if
and
ed by the young animal,
•nee in two years and get the experience
does not contain the elements essential i>f six farmers, and select their best
that
to the growth of boue it is evidcut
methods, line man doesn't know it all.
there will be a weakness in this part of This man is then in a fair way to have a
the organism. The milk from the dam Sjood farm and stock, free from debt,
contains a large proportion of the most with a fair bank account at fifty years
such as
necessary minerai substances,
i>ld. What more do we want? Lot him
lime; but the colt seems to require much look around and see how mauy who
seen
be
more in a short time and may
started life with him are as well off.
soil.
tryiug occasional mouthluls of
Try it, young man.—J. Wilder, Tribune
farmer's
the
at
Probably no materials
Farmer.
disposal contain more miueral or bone
oats,
and
bran
than
forming material
For butter and cream dairying, there
ami the colt should have plenty of these
It ire but two breeds to consider anyway,
ami nood clover hay from the start.
much
as
(tuernsey and Jersey. Get the best aniis quite safe, .us n rule, to give
mix- mals you can and then breed for improveas two quarts of these concentrates
be ment. To make a good cow we must
ed per diem as soon as the colt can
be not neglect the calf, the very best of care
taught to eat them, and this may
colt's tempera- from tirst to last is absolutely necessary.
The
increased.
gradually
is a science and is no business
ment and character should be closely Breeding
a careless man; properly conducted,
for
ration
the
and
gauged
however,
studied,
of farming
These concentrates aud it is the most interesting part
accordingly.
tlesb md profitable as well. Dont depend on
clover hay, being rich in proteine, or
the male or female, see to it that
forming material, indi ce rapid develop- either
all right; then with good care
inentof muscle, sinew and tendon, as well both are
Cut
of feed aud there is little daguer of failure.
as bone, aud the right kind
as bodily the clover early and cure it properly,
uature will do the rest, so far
corn
ensilage the
if you have good
development is concerned.—Michigan then
pasture next
cows will not miss the
Farmer.
winter.

is far in
With too many of us the study is how
As the demand for dairy cows
Al'UUSTl'S C. Tl'BBS of Hebron, ward; to
But with the more excess of the
it is clear that we
more land.
supply
get
tinal aieouut presented for a lowancc by lieorge
added
land does there always come the
must give more attention to breeding.
C. Tubbs, guardian.
we not rather to
Ought
Because cows are in demand don't breed
happiness'.'
of
liuckflekl,
AI'OUSTCS G. V Κ ARSON, late
of
aud plan how to get the most out
scrub and waste time and money
every
deeeaaad; petition for order to distribute ba1- work
Not how
hi·, hands presented by what land we now have?
ance remaining In
their calves, better raise one good
raising
watchJames V. Pearson, administrator.
much, but how well, may be the
heifer than any number of poor ones,
best.
numbers.
■i\MKS ι>| \\, ute of Oxford, deceased; word which brings us through
go in for quality, not
petition for an allowance out of personal estate
presented by Flora Dunu, widow.
Oats and clover may be used for silage,
feed is
ADDISON K. HKRR1CK,
A sudden transition to green
so safe nor profitfatal. It but they are neither
sometimes
aud
Judge of Mid Court.
often injurious
able as coro, well matured.
A true copy—Attest:—
be
should
gradual.
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

After that
Burlier raided the frame.
the t\.v> pals were uiore cautious. One
other visitor the Cod had was a woman who suid she waà his cousin, but
Tommy had other Ideas. Certain acquaintances of hers had told Tommy
that she wae his mother. At any rate,
she had 'treated him white.' as he informed me, on several occasions and
lmd 'staked' him to a much needed
dollar more than once when he was

reach ol
Scandal
By ELIAS LISLE
Copyright, 1901, by A. S. Richardson

Young

V err ell leaned ou the
rail of the yacht and looked with disappointed surprise at the approaching
Mrs.

dingey.

"There are only Hugh and your cousin in the boat." she announced to her
gu st. "Mr. Cuthbert Isn't there. I'm

'up ag'ln it*
"In those days

we had a night orderly
In our ward whom 1 always meant to
time.
poison, but somehow I never pot
He wound up a career of blunders one
night by dropping a night lamp Into a
he dropscreen, and two minutes later
of fighting the fire and
the

ped

job

hustled to save our cases. Just as we
all
were congratulating ourselves that
Her intonation implied that the sor- were safely out Tommy the Cod seized
row was sympathetic rather than per- the night nurse by the neck and yelled:
"
sonal. Sibyl Beach resented it.
'Where's my pal ? Where's Typh 7?*
"
'•You needn't be, Helen." she said,
'In the inner passage.' said the
the curve ®f her lips straightening nurse, turning white. 'They must have
taken him out the other way.'
of it was when the
I
inf 'ted him to come, partic- "The first I heard to
inc.
ularly on your account.
nurse came crying
"
"And I wanted him not to. partlcuΊ tried to stop him. sirs, the little
larlv on mv account," said the girl.
heart case No. 15, but he broke awaj
"Whv Sibvl. dear. I thought you from me and ran back into the ward.
were such g*eat friends or even mom.
He thinks Typh 7 is In there.'
So did I." There was a suspicion
"I thought so, too. and ran for the
of tears in the bright eyes the girl entrance, and as I reached it a wall of
so

sorry."

_

βΓ·ΛΥΐΙ>·,

turned to her friend. "So (lid 1 until— black smoke rolled out upon me, someuntil he disgraced himself. Oh. you 1 where back of which rose the voice of
kr.»w all altuut It soon enough an}
Tommy the Cod, who was exhorting
wav. 1 may as well show you now.
his pal, and the rattle of a wheeled
She he 1<1 out a clipping from a week- chair.
"
'Keep yer head down, buddy. Air s
ly publication which makes a business
of purveying social sewage to its
fresher near de floor. Here's de door
ahead! Blast de chair! it's stuck!'
"
,-aiue to me In the mail-anony'Never mind me, old man,' I heard
mous. of course." she said.
Cuthbert say. 'Make a rut) for It. Yon
Mrs. Verrell took it with an expres- can send back after me.'
"'Not on yer life.' began Tommy,
sion of distaste.
that but the brave words ended in a pitiful,
"You wouldn't believe
wretched paper says I hope, she ob- strangling cough.
as
served. "Whenever 1 read it 1 f'
"Groping blindly, I stumbled upon
if 1 needed a bath to get clean a^ain.
the chair and with a rush brought my
lom"The Era had a little notice, too. s..y- two patients out into the hall,
to
|„s that Sill—Mr. Cuthbert-»»» then·. my keeled over, and we got him
I oolj open air unconscious. When he came
that Is reliable enough.
wish it weren't."
to. his first words were:
"
With pressed Hps and frowning brow
'Did yer get my pal?'
"
'I'm right here. Tommy,' said CuthMrs Verrell ran over the cUpplugs. It
was a comment, less veiled than Is bert, catching the boy's hand in his
U1M»" tli0 own.
common with that papoi·
"'Dat's all right, den.' said the Cod
presence of Sidney Cuthbert at the tu·
'But I guess I m done.
neral of a woman who had once bec.i contentedly.
well known In that dun border f tin Dey always told me inhalin' wasn't
where people of
fer kids,' he added, with a faint
theatrical

erT,t

anything

profession

dubious world claim habitation.
"It will strengthen Mr. Cuthbert
reputation for generosity among hte
"
club and society friends.
tlie paragraph, "that he should tone
borne the expense of the funeral from
his own pocket The woman who λ s
once known as Viola Trevannioi was
buried beside her sou. whose death
two years ago was also the occmnon
of a burst of mortuary generosltj on
the part of young Cuthbert.
-Isn't that a nice thing to read about
a man you had thought you couldcould at least respect? said the gir
more

^

bTZ,a

believe tt alK.«t Mr. Cut

J

bepun the other Uullsttantly

b..rt.··

when the two men came over the lai
\fter Vurrell and young l»r. mm
had greeted the two women the latter
turned to his cousin and said:
-L>iil 1 hear you speaking about m

Cuthbert. Beauty ·'
"You may have if you were bstm
Ing." said the girl. "Ami I do wish
llarvev. that you wouU! «Imp that
childish nickname. I've outgrown it.
"Well 1 don't know about your o.ttgrowing it." said l>ent. looking at her
flushed cheeks and shining eyes, but
nev

vou certainly haven't outgrown jour
childish—beg pardou-your chddhoo
temper. But of course 111 dm » It.

hi
Sib. if you dou't like it.
•rood naturedly. "But I was inter>>'ed
in Sidney Cuthbert because I used to
know him when he was 'lyph . and
was house in Sawgums.
asked Writ"What's Sawgums'i
lazily from his deck chair.
asvlum.V And was Cuthbert one of the
numbered patients and you auotli
··

I understooo you to say >ou wire
house. Singular delusion."
"Sawgums is short for St. Augus
tine's hospital, where I disport"m>self as house physician
bert became typhoid case No. i. ex-

wheujuth

plained

the young

physician.

'Ay»1'

the private rooms were lull he h.
μο Into the public ward and live at .1
i,er day between a profane and asth
mafic car driver und a charity con
valescent."
"Very good lesson in economy." oi>
served Yerrell virtuously.
"He couldn't give many dinner parties and send the kind of flowers he
used to favor Sibyl with oil that basis.
Uelen, if uiy feet ure in your way I'll
have "em moved," he coucluded, blissfully unconscious of his wife's savage
glances. "I>id Cuthbert like it. Dent?"
"Seeuied to enjoy It tolerably after
he got convalescent. He got up quite
u
friendship with another patient
known as Tommy the Cod. presumably
because he lived in an empty tish box

down Fulton market way."
"Don't remember having heard Cuthbert speak of the gentleman," mur"Did he ever bring
mured VerrelL
him to call. Sibyl? Helen, if you kick
the ouly husband you're ever likely to
have on the shins he'll rise up and de-

sert

you."

"The· Cod's real name, as near as he
could tell, was Ilannlgan," continued
"Cuthbert's previous
the physiciau.
acquaintance with him was purely a
business one.
Tommy used to sell
Cuthbert evening papers on Wall

street until one day a truck rau over
his ankle, and when we got him here
we found he had a very interesting
case of heart disease, so we kept him.
Well, the Cod used to give Cuthbert
all the news about the street that he
got from his friends who used to visit
It meant a good deal to Cuthhim.
bert for he was keeping his illness a
secret for fear it would bring his mother back from Newport and consequent-

ly didn't bave any callers of his own.
Tommy generously loaned him his visitors, and one day the superintendent,
a
pious old party, came in unannounced and caught them shooting
They had
craps on Cuthbert's cot.
made dice out of. lump sugar, and
Cuthburt had

won

HOOD

8 cents, when old

FARM

Garget Cure

In garget the udder becomes inflamed,
hot, red and painful, and the milk seems
thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
Λ tablespoonful of Hood Farm Garge.
Cure mixed with damp feed two or three
times a day will cure any ordinary case.
"
One of my cows had bloody garget and
I fed her Hood Farm Qarget Cure, night
and morning for six days, after which the
milk was all right." A. E. Looms, North
Wolcott, Vt.
Prices $1 and $2.50.
especially preHood Farm Salve
pared to be used In connection with our
for cracked
excellent
Also
Garget Cure.
teats, sores, bruises. $1. Call for treatise on
I·
garget and its causes. Prepared by C.
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A.
I
SucKTLxrr Λ Co., South Parla, Me.
—

good
grin.

"Cuthbert looked up at me appealIngly. but I had to shake my head.
Tommy's diapilosis was correct. Cuthbert climbed out of his chalr-agulnst
my orders—and bent over Tommy.
'"Little pal.' he said, 'you saved my
life.'

"Tommy waved the matter away ait*
ily. 'Dat's all right. It was up to me.
Between pals, yer know, ycr'd have

done de same trick fer inc.'
"
'God knows, I'd have tried. And now
there's nothing I can do.' said Cuthbert. his voice breaking. 'Isii't there
anything, Tommy? Haven t you got
any relations or friends I could help.'

I'm rich, you know.'
•"G'wan!" said Tommy faintly. 'Is
dat right? I fought yer was a charity
patient.' lie pondered for a moment.
'There's dat fluffy haired loidy dat

to see me last week. She whs
pretty white to me. You might kinder
look out fer lier a bit. Dey said sli·
was me old woman, but I dunno. Wot'*
de difference?' said Tommy the Cod
wearily. 'She was white to me anyway.' And Tommy said no more.
"Cuthbert buried Tommy in style. 1
went to the funeral—professional Interest. you know. Well. Cuthbert ha;
been paying his debt to Tommy ever
since, looking after the 'fluffy liaimi
She
loidy.' as Tommy called her.
called herself Trevanuion. I belk've.
came

the stage."
Sibyl
"Trevanuion."
interrup'ed
Beach—"Viola TrevannionV"
"Why. do you know her?" asked her
on

cousin In surprise.
"Yes—no; never mind." said Sibyl
tremulously. "Ilarvey. I want you t'1
Cuthbert
go ashore and telegraph Mr.
that we—that 1 am expecting him and

sign my name. You needn't stare so.
she added indignantly. Then she turned
and hurried below.
"Well, upon my soul!" mused Dent
as he went over the side to send the
"I must have done that unmessage.
commonly well."

Roquefort mid It* Cheese.
Cheese, which has been the fortune
of Roquefort, has destroyed its picIt has brought specuturesqueness.
lators there who have raised great,
ugly, square buildings of dazzling
whiteness in harsh contrast with the
character and somber tone of the old
bouses. Although the place is so small
that it consists of only one street and
a few alleys, the more ancient dwellings are remarkable for their height.
It is surprising to see in a village lost
among the sterile hills houses three
The tact that there is
stories high.
only a ledge on which to build must be
the explanation. What is most curious

in the place is the cellars.
Before the cheese became an Important article of commerce these were
natural caverns, such as are everywhere to be found in this' calcareous
formation, but now they are really cellars that have been excavated lo such
a depth ill the rock that they are to lie
seen in as many as five stages, whenlong rows of cheeses are stacked on ;
over the other. The virtue of t liese cellars from the cheesemaking point of

view is their dryness and their scarcely varying temperature of about 8 degrees centigrade summer and winter.—

Temple Bar.

Railroad

Time

Folder·.

The average person who picks up a
railroad time folder does not realize
the enormous amount of work which
the preparation of such a publication
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know my name for a minute.
"
'Your wife's a fine woman,'

the schedule. «·» the branch road was
stuck in the snow, and there seeuied to
be no relief for it. No provision had

the
young chap went on, me listening like
Ί seut her a patent
one in a dream.
dish washer about six months ago on
trial. It didn't suit her, but she didn't
do as most women would have done.

been made for s;;ch
contingency because tin* branch, sheltered by trees
and blufTs. h id I ee;i considered proof
a

She wrote me a real nice letter, telling
nie that it had disappointed her; that
it wasn't what she'd pictured It. She
said she wished to go home to Dilkport for a visit in a short time and that
when she come she'd bring It up with
her, saving me the express charges. I
tell you, a fellow in this agency business learns to appreciate little things
like that.'
"And then in a flash I saw it all. The
letter I'd seen was the one she was
I
writing about that dish washer.
bolted home without getting the things
I hustled
I'd come to town ufter.
around and spruced up a little and got
somebody to care for the stock, and—
and I'm going to get to Ifilkport tonight in spite of blazes; that's all there

The engisuch misfortune.
who had been on the run for
twenty ye. rs. was too astonished for

against
neer.

words when the small locomotive
faiied to tut the drift into which it
had plunged so conlidently. und he sat

his scat staring dumbly at the conductor, who swore shockingly and geson

ticulated with his arms.
In the coach were two passengers,
both young men. One was the type of
commercial salesman sent out by small
Jobbing houses, well dressed, self assertive, crudely philosophic; the other,
bv appearance, plainly a farmer. lie
wore a baggy, shiny black suit, and his

white collar was attached to a gingham shirt by a white bone button,
sewed with black thread. Ills apiwarance was enhanced by a carefullj
trimmed shock of hair and whiskers.
The commercial salesman had arisen
when the train stopped and had walk-

is to it."
lie left the coach, followed by the
conductor and the salesman, who felt
Impelled by sympathy to see him otT
on his perilous trip.
They climbed
over the freight cars through the blinding storm toward the locomotive.
"Look out for the next car!" called
"It's loaded with oil
the conductor.
barrels. Better let me go ahead with

ed to the door.
••I guess." he remarked after a minute, "that we're stalled."
lie whistled a popular melody as he
walked down the aisle and noted with
some amusement that the other man
was clutching the back of a seat, his
eves filled with consternation.
-Provoking, isn't It?" the drummer
said as he lighted a cigar and drew a
Dutier covered book from his grip.
"Y-yes—by—cat!" the other stammered. "Say. do you mean that we re

stuck?"
"That's It exactly. Here s the conductor now."
The conductor slammed the door Uciously and shook the snow from his
cap "We're up against it, gentlemen,
he announced in disgust. "The confounded teakettle is dying like a sick
pig out there in a drift no bigger η a
washtub. We're two miles from 1 >ilkport, and the snow's so thick you can t
see your hand before your face. I.ucky
we've been to supper.
"Then we won't get out tonight,
asked tfie farmer anxiously, looking at
his watch.
"That's the size of it. As we re ui
here on this pea vine the section men
won't learn what's the matter with us
till tomorrow. We've got plenty of
coal. It might be worse."
"Yes," said the farmer. "I s pose it
might, but I don't see liow It could lie
much worse for me."
He picked up an overshoe.
"You see." he explained, fastening
the buckle, "I've got a particular engagement tonight up nt Dilkport. and
if the train ain't going I've got to hoof
it."
Ile put on the other shoe and rose,
reaching for the wolfskin coat which
dangle·' from one end of the parcel
holder. The conductor and the salesman contemplated him In astonishment.
\
"But, man, you can't do It possibly,
said the conductor. "You'll fall through
a bridge or something, and then jatu II
freeze to death."
"I reckon 'tis a bit risky, admitted
the farmer, "but I ain't at ail sure It
wouldn't be riskier not to. You see.
my wife's at Dilkport, and she s sick.
She may be dying. I've got to go to
her."
An expression of sympathy came upon the conductor's face, and that of the
salesman took on a sudden gra\lt>.
^
"There are certain circumstances,
the farmer continued in explanation,
"which make it more important that I
should sec her than you might naturally think from the plain fact of her being sick. 1 haven't treated her just
right to tell the truth. I've been stu-

the lantern."
The farmer stopped. "All right." lie
said. "Is there any oil in the barrels?
"They're full of it. Why?"
"I was Just thinking that once 1
bought a barrel of oil, and on the way
home the sled tipped over in a drift,
and the bung came out of the barrel,
and the oil run on to the snow. It was
a pitch dark night, and I didn't bave a
I was iu bad shape, but I
lantern.
gathered together a pile of straw that
had been in the sled box and lit it with
a match, and the tlrst thing I knew
that oil soaked drift was melting."
"By the holy green light!" exclaimed
the conductor as the other's idea be"Do you suppose
came clear to him.
we could do it?"
"I'd be willing to stand the expense
of three barrels of oil toward trying

,.

...

and unreasonable. We were married only a year ago. I won her away
from three or four other fellows. Any
one of 'em would have made her a
better husband than me. Funny how
such things go. ain't it?"
"It's a blooming queer old worm,
said the conductor, nodding his head

phl

sagely.

queerest tilings in 11 are
girls." added the salesman in the tone
of an authority.
"We were married at Dilkport. where
she was raised, and we went to my
farm to live. We were happy as could
lie for maybe six months, and then I
"Λlui

tne

noticed that

something

was

wrong

with her. Λ sort of cloud
her. It was nothing but homesickness,
I s'pose, but I couldn't see it any other
way than that she was sorry she'd
married me. And one day I happened
to find a sheet of paper—a part of a
letter she'd been writing—that had
dropped from her portfolio, and I read
It. There weren't many words on the
sheet. The first one was 'disappointed,' ending a sentence she'd begun on
the sheet that went before. And then
it said: 'It is not as I had pictured it.
I wish to go home'— And right there
I
I said nothing to her.
It ended.
didn't think it was necessary to have a
βcene, as they call It. But I was hurthurt clean to the core—and in trying
to cover up my feelings I s'pose I was
unkind, maybe cruel. After two or
three days of brooding I got into a
regular bad state. I told her she'd
better go home to her folks; that I'd decided we weren't made for each other.
When she tried to put her arms about
When
my neck, I wouldn't let her.
she asked for my reasons, I told her

What

come over

Humors?

"There's a burglar In the bouse, Benjamin," said M re. F reft, arousing her
husband In the dead of the morning.
"Hear that?" she continued. "It's surely the sound of a chisel. He's a safe

In many forms of cutaneous eruption,
salt rheum or eczema, pimples and boils,
and in weakness, languor, general debility.
How are they expelled ? By

"You bet be Is," sleepily returned
Benjamin, turning over for another

which also builds up the system that has
suffered from them.
It Is the best medicine for all humors.

nap.—Richmond Dispatch.

kid's all right, though.'
"
*IIuh!' said I, startled to death.
'The Kid!' 'Yes,' said he, looking at me
in a sort of peculiar way; 'didn't you
know theie was a kid born yesterday?'
'Why, yes, of course,' 1 said, shamed
into the lie. I was that dazed I didn't

BY DAVID H. TALMADGE

involves.
she knew well enough and turned my
The big Burlington system, for in
stance, has a geueral time folder made back. I was an unnatural, unrensonup from sixteen different division time •ble brute."
"Correet," said the conductor franktables. The foliler contains li.txto names
of towns, jrlves the schedules of over ly.
500 trains, and whenever there is a
"Well, she went For four months
change in time 00.000 figures have to I've been baching It on the farm, growbe carefully checked and corrected.
ing crabbider every day, and this morning I happened to meet a young chap in
So SiuoklnK.
the store at Pepperdock that knows
There is one country in he world my wife's folks. He lives at Dilkport
where it is considered a crime to smoke when he isn't traveling around the
—Abyssinia. The law forbiddiug to- country selling things.
It
bacco dates from the year H142.
was at first merely intended to prevent
are
priests from smoking In the churches,
or moibid fluids coursare
vitiated
nowThey
and
but It was taken too literally,
the tissues.
adays even foreigners have to be care- ing the veins and affecting
They are commonly due to defective digesful not to be seen smoking.
tion but are sometimes Inherited.
How do they manifest themselves ?
Conceded It.

burglar."

"
Ί s'pose you've heard from your
Wife this Uiornlng?' lie asked me. 'No/
said I. with a snap; Ί liain't.' 'Well,
I've just come from l>ome,' said he, 'and
there was a report on the street when
I left that she was liable to die. The

» 1Φ ! Φ 1♦IΦ 1Φ 1ΦΦ1Φ ! Φ·ΙΦ ΓΦ1 ΦΙ

Hood's Sarsaparilla

1

it."

The conductor Jumped into the cab
and laid the plan before the engineer,
who had stubbornly refused to leave
the engine until compelled by the cold.
"It might work." said the engineer
few minutes' deliberation.
after a
"Tain't like as if we were buried.
We're just tangled up a little; that's
If I could get a start, I'd go
all.
through.
Jim"—addressing the fire-

with sudden energy—"coal up!
Make her hum!"
The conductor called the two brake
men and the express messf«4i'er. and
with the assistance of the two passengers three barrels of kerosene were
rolled from the car and carried to the
front end of the train. The heads of
the barrels were broken in. and the oil
man

scattered upon the snow by pail
and shovelful.
Then, when no
more remained, the conductor lighted
α great handful of greasy waste and
threw it upon the drift. It sputtered a
moment, flickered, all but went out
The farmer rolled one of the einptj
oil soaked barrels within reach of the
was

ful

burning

waste.

"It's no g"—
There was a blinding glare, followeo
by a sizzling, hissing roar. The drift
The flames
melted as if by magic.
licked the drive wheels of the loeoiuo
tive and reached almost to the cab.
"Coal her! Coal her!" shouted the
engineer to the fireman.
The conductor jumped up and down
excitedly, waving his lantern. "All-1-1
aboar-r-rd!" lie yelled.
Half an hour later the train pulled

into Dilkport
The conductor received a note the
It read: "Everything's nil
next day.
right. She's been getting better from
the minute I got here. I wanted to go
down to the station to see you, but I
can't seem to tear myself away from
her and the baby. Send me bill fur the

oil."
To which the conductor replied:
"Glad to hear you're Ο. K. We all of
us want to shake hands with you. The
company pays for the oil."

Taken by Surprint.
There are some hospitable creatures
who are greatly disturbed if they cannot meet every demand made on them,
although there are cases when it is
ridiculous to expect them to he aide to
be equal to the occasion. Recently a
f>arn took tire on a large estate, an 1 the
firemen of the village worked hard to
put out the flames. After it was all
over the husband asked the lire lighters Into the house to partake of coffee
and whatever edibles were on hand.
His wife welcomed the men with
steaming cups of coffee, doughnuts and
pies; then she said apologetically. "Oh,
If I had only known this was going to
happen I would have had a lot of

things

baked

up."

The Human Heart.

The heart of man is a book—nay. It
is-an enclycopedia of everything that
has ever come within the range of its
personal experience. It preserves an
eternal record of all the stories in
It is
which it lias played a part.
strange what sad things may be hidden
In its depth without giving any token
of their existence. The hear* may be
gay and may send the smile mantling
to the face, but all the while you see
only the topmost stratum. If the graves
beneath were to give up their jfead. the
smiles would seem strangely out of

place.

Sky»crn|icrii.
An architect of New York says that
with the modern steel frame a buildlug can be carried to a height equal
to seven and one-half ι ..tes the diameter of the base. By this rule ou uu
ordinary city block could be erected
a building 1.500 feet high. 500 feet
higher than the Eiffel tower. I t would
have 125 stories and cost about $30,·
Steel

000,000.

A STORY OF HENRY BERQH.

THE "SANKERO."
CBb«PI»> Lot of « Peenllar FUure of
the Irrleatlon Connt»y.
An custern farmer coming to an irrigated valley finds everything us dif-

ferent from his accustomed life as ne
well imagine. He must toarn an
entirely new language of farming an
llis neigha new set of farming rules,
bor greets him. not with the remark,
»It looks like rain." but "Have you
heard when the water is coming in.
He
or "The ditches are low today.
learns to speak of miners inches and
acre feet of water, and he can soon
tell at a glance whether a ditch > < ar
rvlng Γ>0 or 100 miners' inches of waHe hear» wise discussions of
ter.
headgates, weirs, laterals and zatijcs.
Ue finds that he Is "under1 a certain
canal, which by and by will come to
seem to him like an Inexorable fate.
lie will very promptly make the accan

of the king of the irrigated
hind, the zanjero. in Arizona ealled
"sankero." in California «.met lines
shortened to "sa.iky," the water master

quaintance

or ditch lider, a bronzed man in
alls and sombrero, who drives about in
a two wheeled cart, with a shovel and
a long crooked tined fork by his su ·and precious keys in his i»otk*-t«. He
Is the yea and nay of the arid land, the
arbiter of fate, the dls|»enscr of good
and evil, to be blessed by turns and
cursed by turns ami to recclve In.t
with the utter unconcern of a sviaii
cod, for It Is the zanjero who dls:nbII" "l»"'<* »»«'
utes the water.
gate of each farmer's canal, and \\ li>

over-

the water lias run the m«<-cssaiy t me
he shuts It down again and aga η l«eks
It securely. If the water is short, he
sees that It Is divided properly !·«*« ·■· ■'
Smith and Jones ami Brown usually
with Smith and Jones and Brown
watching him like eats. It is a .inn
place, that of zanjero in the \ab. ys.

subject to accusations,
heartburnings: but. be It s.i.d

credit of the American, there is many
zanjero who is universally respe. t«.d
In his community as an honest man.
Itay Stannard 1 taker in < enturj.

a

MEN AND BOOKS.
Chopin rarely read anything hcavnr
than a French novel.
Lord ("live said that "Uoblnsou < rueoe" beat any book lie ever read.
St. John Clirysostom never tired ot
reading or of praising the works ot the
apostle John.
James 1. of England was a lover ol
the classics and very familiar with

most of the Latin writers.
Bunyiui read little besides his .îiblo
and often said that Christians would
do well to read no other hook.
ιSalvator Bosa liked any kind of ι
ry but more especially that relating i"
the country or to country scenes.
Ilume said that Tacitus was tl.
ablest writer that ever lived ami
8,-If tried to model his style on that of

the Human historian.
Locke gave most of his attention to
works of philosophy. He said. 'I :a»«l
amazed at the profundity of thought

shown by Aristotle.
The elder I'ltt liked Shakespeare, but
<>
not the labor of reading plays. M
joyed hearing them and once sa id lu
he had learned more hngllsh histoi.
the theater than at the university.Literary Life.

at

FafluiK*.
I'hllatMopli)
"Some may be Interested to know
that there is now almost a new kiuil
of philosophy of fatigue." says a writer
in Ainslee's. "Some speculators think
man became conscious because Ids Intuitions were slowed up by exhaustion,
so that the mind has to pick its way
slowly and logically Instead of divining
instantly, as it used to do. It was the
Wilder dreamers have
fall of man.
even deseribed the origin of cosmic _as
and nebiihc. from wliieh all the worlds
come, as due to progressive fatigue of
the ether, which is far more subtle and
of

It is a little as It' they were
rewrite the first phrases
of the Old Testament so that it should
read, 'In the beginning was fatigue."'
back of it.

attempting

to

ventured to ask him if it was the custom of the country for the men to go
without shoes. He answered, with a
drawl. 'Waal, some on us does, but
most on us 'tends to our own bus!
A

Λ

CnrlouH

Η«·1Ι<·.

A curious relic of Louis XVII. is the
"game of dominos" made of |»ί.·«·« s of
the Bastille which were given to the
dauphin before lie ami ills parents
left Versailles forever. It Is said that
when the box containing it «as
brought in the queen exclaimed to her
bedchamber woman, Mine. Cauipan,
"What a sinister plaything to give a
child!" The sinister plaything is now
added to the other revolutionary objects preserved in the Hotel Carnavalet.—Lonilon ( 'hronicle.
Λ

irot Com*· Hark.

President of the (ietyoureoyne Gas
Company-Heavens, doctor! You uon't

Brlggs—How do you know Mrs. Dulcet is such a handsome woman? You
say you never saw her.
Griggs—No, but you should hear bow
the other women talk about her.—Boston Trauscript.

Somebody figures that there are 1,437
remedies for rheumatism. But It gets
there Just the eume.—New York World.

snowj^
found^the
Pj**-

îldng

bo bad expectod-a car packed
Inside almost to suffocation, both
forius packed outside, with men elfcg
lug like big bur» to bottom 8t*P* a
dashboard rails, and before It, *»«*»·
cloud of st,an,, two ill ied, bony
with bloodshot eyes and wide red m*
trils flaring in their effort to fill labor

hon£

lay lungs with air. with heaving Mm
and straining backs and flanks,
their madly scrambling fret
from the slippery stones as
vain to start again the
behind them. Curses, oft
and assisting yells of passengers failed
of effect. The driver's whip was raised
ready for the stinging blow, when su
denly the straining effort ceased, th
horses· heads drooped low, and throug
the thick air there loomed up befor
them a tall, dark form, with hand
rais.Hl commandlngly. And calm î»nd
distinct two laconic words reached an
pars; "Stop! I. Blond.
"Who the blank are your" furiously
demanded the driver. "And obères
your authority for Interfering with thia

^

awfulweight

up^

"né

knew well enough whom he was
talking to. so silently Mr. Bergh tturned
back the lapel of his coat to show h e
badge, for In those days he had to do
constabulary work as well as official,

then repeated, "Unload!
Iiut. being tired, hungry and mad,
the floodgates gave way, and the passengers' wrath burst forth. Abuse, satirical comment, threats. filled the air.
To a few who remonstrated decentlj
with him he expressed regret, but with
grave politeness Insisted on lightening
the load, telling them they coui d see
for themselves the utter inability of
the horses to get them to the end of tbt
line and gently urged them bereafter to
note the condition of crowding before

taking

a

place

on a car.

The conductor was especially
ll }
and became unpleasantly demonstralike
a
leaven
tive Ills example worked
on the rest, and a spirit of riot began
to show distinctly in the crowd closing
about the tall calm, self
man. All faces scowled, and evil name·
were tossed upon the air. He had Just
said "You ure yourselves increasing
delay: you might have moved
two minutes and a half ago, w en a
scurrilous great brute came close up to
him and, with an unspeakable epithet.
sh<»'k a dirty list directly in his face
Without the Hash of an eve or th
quiver of a muscle in bis 'iuiet fa.-e
Mr. Bergh caught the ruffian by the

l>'^ssed

this'

shoulder, whirled blm around, grabbed

the seat of his breeches and the nain»
all together" sort of a swing, he flred
him straight across the street, head on
Into the snow bank.
\ silence of utter amazement was
suddenly broken by one great, swelling
laugh, and then foljowed the awa)t
thrilling sound of three glorlousl>

hearty American cheer·.

Many

men

shook hands with Mr. Bergh before beginning their long tramp
Some admitted their error in aiding
the overloading.—Clara Morris in Mt·

bombard.

Clures Magazine.

FLOWER AND TREE.
Fruit trees and fruit require potash
for their best development.
With
house
plants all extreme
changes of temperature should be
avoided.

Too many trees prevent rapid growth
and extend the time when a grove is
well shaded.
Grapevines like their roots to be ueor
the surface, and the food for them
should not be placed at too great a

depth.

Small growth and too much small
fruit go together. Thrifty growth furnishes a few large and flue specimens
of fruit.
There is no use in growing a tree
very tall. The top limbs are apt to become slender and break If fruit is pro-

to say you are going to charge
one tooth?
Dentist Yes; α dollar for pulling the
tooth, the balance for «as furnished
at your regular rates.· San Francisco

All members of the poppy family are
to transplant.
By choosing a
rainy day and not exposing the roots
one can sometimes manage a transference.
Avoid straight lines as much as possible. There is no straight line in nature.
It is for this reason that groups and
masses are so much better than formal
hard

or set

beds.
An Odd Dlah.

Mix l>oilcd hoe's lard and milk with
thick gruel. Stir It well together, with
fri-hli cheese, yolks of eggs ami tira Ins.
Wrap It In a fragrant tig loaf and boll
In the gravy of a chicken or a kldL
When taken out, remove the leaf and
souse It In a potful of boiling honey.
The name of this comestible Is derived
from the tig leaf, but the mixture consists of equal parts of each, but rather
more eggs, because this give· It consistency. Tills appears to have been a
To
dish among the Greeks.

popular

It seems about as nice as an oyster
eaten with brown sugar.
Aristophanes mentions a thirum of
salt fish and a thirum of fat. In the
"Frogs" there Is a dismal Joke In the
form of a rvasonablo objection mad»» tô
leaping from a high tower, "I would
The
lose two fig leaves of brain."
word occurs no less than twelve times
(n the fragments of the comic poets.
us

mean
me

$3 for pulling

Chronicle.

Λ

Τ rul «m.

When the undertaker is seut for, he
generally comes to griof.—Philadelphia

Record.

MlMtnk·' In the I'roKrnmme.

"She married liim to reform him."
"And what was the result?"
"She wishes slie had reformed him
to marry him."—Chicago Post.
When a fool gets angry, he opens his
mouth and shuts his eyes.—Chicago
News.

Only 50babyCents
strong and

to make your
A Pointer.

ProtnODK llomb A»lm»l».
Like a well dressed, somber gh«*t*
rtre*.
went striding down the
aud;àt University place be

duced on them.

Got lllx Anaiver.

"While on a trip through the south
soon after th·.» civil war." said a Chicago man, "I stopped overnight at the
little town of Warrenton. X. C. The
next morning, strolling around looking
the place over. I met a countryman
who greeted me with a 'Howdy? and
'passed tlm time of day' most cordially.
I was considerably taken aback when
I noticed that he was barefooted, and I

ness.'

*"

York

Oar ol HI-

well.

A fifty cent bottle of

Scott's Emulsion

will change
a

a

sickly baby

to

plump, romping child.
Only one cent a day, think

Its as nice as cream.
Send for a free «ample, and try it.
SCOTT & HOW Ν Κ, Chemists,
New York,
409-415 Pearl Street,
joc. and $1.00; all druKB»ti.
of It

The Cobweb.

A story was told the other day of a
little girl who discovered a cobweb and
then, swing a spider emerge from It,
called out: "See the cob ruu! IIow fast
the cob runs!" As a matter of fact
she bullded better thau she knew, for
cob, or cop, Is, according to the dictionaries. the name sometimes given to
a

spider;

whence the word

cobweb,

which is, strictly speaking, copweb.
Cop In this sense Is probably an abbreviation of the Anglo-Saxon attercoppe,
a

spider.

Odd

Record·.

Records are kept with knotted cord*
In I'olynesia. During the early part of
tlie nineteenth century and previously
the ottlcial taxgathcrers on the island
of Hawaii, in the Sandwich group, did

all thMr accounts on a rope 2,400 feet
long, which was divided Into lengths,
each corresponding to a district. Loops,
knots and feathers tied along the rope
served as memoranda for the hogs,
pigs and pieces of sandalwood collected from taxpayer·.

Uniuiie.
"It's wouderful," said the meditative
man, "how one small word. Insignificant in itself, may induce au endless
train of thought, speaking volumes. In

fact"
"Yes," replied the caustic man. "Take
the word 'but,' for instance, when a
says, 'Of course, it's none of
my business, but' "—Exchange.

woman

BETHEL.
BUCKFIELD.
The farmers are gathering a large
J. H. Corey and son, Winchester, of
Salem, Mass., and Dr. Heald and family, crop of hay.
Dr. F. B. Tuell and family have been
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU are contemplating camping out at North
spending a part of the week in West
Pond.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
I SSL' KD TUESDAYS.
this Monday.
Ν. E. Morrill and wife, R. H. Morrill, Sumner and will return
Mrs.
Mies Stearns has purchased
wife, and sister, Alice, and Joseph
PARIS HILL.
interest in the millinery busiSOUTH PARIS, MAINE, AUG. 5, 190·-'.
Emery, wife and son, are camping at Bradbury's
to
has
returned
riret Baptist Church, Be v. H. H. Blahop.
ness here and the latter
Pond in Peru.
Patfor. Preach; η* every Sunday at 11 A. m. Worthley
at home from Rumford West Paris.
is
Irish
Lewis
Ser
School
13
at
M.
Sabbath
fcvonlng
Sunday
Mr. F. B. Green has arrived in Bethel
Tlceat 7:30 r. u.
Thursday Palls, suffering with typhoid fever.
A Τ WOOD A FORBES, evening at 7 30 p. m. Prayer Meeting
the canning of corn
Dr. Charles Bridgham of Cohasset ar- and will arrange for
Cnlv«r*allet Church, Rev. J. H. I.lttle. Paator.
at the factory of which he is to have the
rived Friday.
Editor· tad Proprietor·.
Prea-hlng tervioe every Sunday at 11 a. M.
John D. Long and family arrived management.
Sunday school at 12 M.
A. K. KoUUCA.
tiKOlMK M. ATWOOD
Judge and Mrs. Ilerrick have returned
His tenant, Lin Morrill, has
Thursday.
from their trip to Quebec, Montreal,
The Universalist Circle will meet at moved into the Methodist parsonage.
8th.
the
Thousand Islands, Niagara Falls and
Rev. Mr. Munson is rather poorly.
Τ KHHI
il JO a year If pal-1 strictly In advance. Academy Hall Friday evening,
Morse of South Paris, the
Otherwise i.'.uu a year. Single copte» * cent*. Mr. A. E.
A Mr. Barnes, a merchant of Andover, other places of interest.
of
Wesley K. Woodbury, Esq., and family
All leg·! advertisement* well-known reader, will furnish part
Α ι'VfcuTihk*κνΓβ
was in town Friday, driving the noted
Further particulars
are given thrve coniwcutlve lnscrtlou» tor $ΙΛ) the entertainment.
a sulky. of Pottsville, Pa., have been spending
to
horse,
Belshazzar,
society
contract*
as guests at Mr. J.
per Inch In length of column. Special
will be given on the handbills.
As the horse was well-known, and the the week in Bethel,
uiaOe with local, transient an>l yearly aUvertl·Miss Ethel Houghton, who has been man a stranger, the corner loafers de- U. Purington's, and have been joined by
ent.
at home on a vacation, returned Monday manded his
Stephen Thurlow, also of
pedigree—the man's pedi- Prof, and Mrs.
Jo· PuMTmo.-—New type. ta»t pre*»ee, tteam
He was equal to Pottsville. The Prof, is a native of
price· to her work as stenographer and book- gree, not the horse.
power,eaperteuieil workuiu anil k>w
Coiublne to rnaXc till* ilepartincut of our bu*l- keeper for G. II. Bass Jk Co., Wilton, the occasion.
He made things all Maine, but has been principal of Garfield
u««« complete an<l popular.
for twenty years, and is
Maine.
straight except the contour of the horse. High School
Mrs. L. M. Xoyes and Miss Clara E. He spoke of "John somebody, who is one of the successful educators of Penn«1AGL.K ΓΟΡΙΚβ.
Noyés, of Elmwood, Mass., are visiting it, that writes for the Democrat?'' We sylvania.
Ellery Park, Esq., is entertaining his
Single Copie» of the Democrat are four cent* jI their aunt, M. M. Houghton, M. D.
tried to make it plain who he was, and
of
on
receipt price by
each
They will be mallei!
The anuual meeting of the Library where he lived. "We thick more of his cousin from Presque Isle.
the publisher» or for the convenience of patron»
Hamlin
will be held at
llarry Taylor, a little boy of seven
writing than any other contributor to
jingle copie· of each tesue have been placent on ! Association
•ale at the followtuic place» In the County
Memorial Hall August 1Λ), at 3 o'clock, the Democrat." Now I am glad that years, met with a serious accident Wedl'arlln'» l'rug Store.
South l'art»,
p. M.
John is appreciated by other thau my- uesday. While watching a load of hay
Sburtleff's l'rug Store.
S. Stoutenburgh of New York self, but it seems to be rather a left- being unloaded with a patent pitchfork
W.
Mrs.
Store.
Drug
Noyé·'
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
arrived at O. A. Thayer's last Friday. handed compliment for the rest of us. in some way he took hold of the rope
AUreU Cole, Posunaater.
BuckileM,
Mr. F. B. Milliken and family of Port- Don't be puffed up, John. Don't bust. and both hands were drawn between the
Office,
Insurance
A.
K.
Lewi»,
Kryeburg,
land and Rev. C. A. Ilayden and wife of
pulley and the rope. Not only were
.Mr». liar ow, Post Office.
fart» Util,
crushed at the end but
two fingers
Samuel T. White.
Weat l'art»,
Augusta, who have been there during
week.
Mrs. Flora Barry of Boston will give a his hands were seriously burned from the
July, returned to their homes last
The directors of the Library Associa- concert in Odd Fellows Hall, Buckfield, heat of the rope. Dr. Sturdivant dressed
tion are requested to meet at Hamlin Saturday evening, Aug. 9th, assisted by the wounds and the little fellow is getMemorial Hall for the regular meeting Miss Chartin, elocutionist, and the musi- ting along bravely.
The Christian Endeavor gave a lawn
Tuesday afternoon of this week at 2:30 cal talent of Mountain Grange.
p. M.
party Thursday evening, with ice cream
κοκ «.oykknok,
and cake for sale in Kimball Park, which
Rev. W. M. Kimmell will supply the
next
Wednesday evening, July .'50, Mrs. was prettily decorated with Chinese
pulpit at the rniversalist church
of
JOHN F.
church
at
the
Baptist
lauterns. Socially and financially it was
Burger lectured
Sunday, Rev. Mr. Little being absent.
T. U. a success.
The Baptist Circle meets with Mrs. under the auspices of the W. C.
was
it
social
and
was
Her
purity,
subject
Miss Ε. E. Burnham has returned from
Jairus Hammond Thursday at 2 o'clock
in her best style, and to any one who has Iter outing at Peak's Island and Miss
For l(« prr»« ulHtlvt In Congre·».
p. M., to make aprons.
of
is
no
need
heard
her
there
ever
speak,
Turner is now enjoying her vacation.
Mrs. F. E. Chase of Haverhill, Mass.,
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD,
From
her standpoint,
Miss Russell, assistant in the post
is with her sister, Miss Eliza Butter- elaboration.
of Hoeklaud.
which is tenable ground, doubtless her office, has returned from her vacation
lield, for a stay of some weeks.
of high and has entered
Edwin F. Fobes and family of Lexing- audience as a body felt accused
upon her duties again.
crimes and misdemeanors, and that we
Although Old Home Week has not
ton. Mass., are in town for a few days,
for Senator,
all might profit by adopting her in- been celebrated specially, as such, many
stopping at the Hubbard House.
them to the who have gone out from Bethel have reMiss Maud Newell is with friends in structions and following
M. Philbkook,
of Bethel.
letter. The meeting was presided over turned to visit old friends and relatives.
Portland for a few weeks' visit.
Mrs.
Benj. Spaulding.
Next Tuesday evening local talent,
Kor I'lerk of 4'oMrta.
'Πιο Misses Laura and Lillian Green- by the president,
was sung by the audience.
under the auspices of the ladies of the
leaf of Newburvport are with Miss An- Coronation
(Jhari.es F. Whitman, of Norway.
In
of
Brunswick.
Mrs.
A
solo
Libby
by
Universalist Society, will
present the
drews for a week's visit.
was
farce, "Hunker's Post Office" in Odeon
The Rev. James T. Bixby of Yonkers, the absence of clergymen, prayer
Kor I'uunly Trtumrcr,
C. H. Prince, after which a Hall. This is a prelude to the fair to be
Ν. V., came on Saturday for the month. offered by
of Paris. Dr. Bixby has joined his daughter, Miss solo by Miss Merritt of Worcester, Mass. given
Gkokoh M. Atwooi),
Wednesday afternoon in the
was not what might have
Universalist chapel, by the ladies. In
Irma, who is spending the summer at The audience
Kor County Attorney,
been expected, not much over half of the afternoou, a sale of fancy aud useful
Miss Andrews'.
and articles will be held and
of Bethel.
supper served
The late arrivals at The Beeches are the seating capacity being occupied
Ellkky C. I'akk,
women as usual. Men at six.
Mrs. A. M. Winslow, Philadelphia: Miss those were mostly
called
"scase."
be
what
of
Itérai»,
Kor Keglatrr
might
The Ladies' Club will hold its annual
Anna Bates, Salem; Mrs. K. P. Miller, were
As the front seats were unoccupied, the fair in Garland Chapel Thursday, Aug.
of Paris. Burlington, Vt.; Mrs. L. W. Bispham.
Hastings Bean,
forcome
,h«
men
to
14.
New York; Miss Young, New Rochelle, speaker requester
Sue urged, but they
Urileru lMstrlit, Ν. Y.; Rev. and Mrs. Charles Gordon ward and occupy.
Kor K«fgt«t*r of
As
came.
anOOVER.
correspondent
your
scarcely
Ames, Boston.
Eckley Bai.i.akd,
Such delightful weather as the past
Edmund Sylvester Dean died Monday, requested to know how many men to
she counted fourteen with one few days has been, haying has taken a
Kor Comity l'a>iMii>la<alouer,
July l'n, at the old farm in the Forbes report,
soon be a man which swelled
new lease of life.
District where be had spent most of his who would
As this lecture
of Oxford. life. The funeral on Wednesday was at- the number to fifteen.
Kev. Mr. Lund has occupied the UniE. P. Fauxce,
the
for
a
commendable
was
versalist desk for the last three Sabbaths,
purpose,
tem led by Rev. E. W. Pierce of South
Kor Sheriff,
C.
of
the
W.
and
and August :5, Kev. Mr. Eddy, a former
strengthening
Paris. Mr. Dean was N2 years of age. growth
of Hiram. He is survived by a wife, three sons— T. U.. we feel to ask what will be the pastor, will supply for him while he is
Eim.ak L. Flint,
of
I
be
accused
result?
Though
may
A. Elrov Dean, with whom he lived,
away.
it is not so, for I
On Sabbath evenings at
7 o'clock
Elmer B. Dean and Albert E. Dean of throwing cold water,
the
from
have
organithings
services are held on the lawn in front of
hoped
great
three
;uxl
South Paris.
daughters—Mrs.
Kor ltrpr«aruUII>«> to L((UUturc,
has not come up to my the new church. All are invited to atLai kin Farrar of Bucktield, Mrs. J. J. zation, and if it
this feeling has prevailed tend.
Front Rumford,
Ilayden of Haverhill, Mass., and Mrs. expectations,
to a great extent in the Γηιοη, insoThe Methodist Circle was entertained
Wai.do Pettengill. Fremont Field of Paris.
of officers the
Wm. L. Perham and wife arrived at much at the hist election
by the Field girls. An enjoyable time
was
of
strongly was the result.
disbanding
of Norway, Ex-Governor Perham's Monday morning question
From district
The King's Daughters gave an enterurged, and it is often remarked outside
Oxford and Hebron,
can
do to tainment last week.
is
that
that
there
Ice cream and
nothing
they
Mrs. Mark P. Shaw is visited bv her
of Oxford.
Gkorgk
Parroit,
True,
helped
they
cake.
stop intemperance.
sister, Mrs. h. Β. IIuse of Bangor.
conditions
these
and
and
the
Rowell
is
a
Mrs.
needy,
poor
Capt.
guest of Mrs. L.
A faille of base ball will be played on
From district composed of WoodParis Ilill are usually caused by the curse of in- E. Poor this week.
the common Nit unlay at
stock, Greenwood, Albany, Stow, vs. Hebron locals.
temperance, serving to furnish more
Joseph Gilbert has taken the job to
Sweden, VVaterford and Denmark,
Mr. and Mrs. Case returned to Paris money to some father to buy rum. Yes, saw the birch left over from the fire at
of Sweden. "ill from New York last week, and Mr they have tried to do, but what can an the Andover Manufacturing Co.'s mill,
R. O. Mol ltun,
What can the about 150 cords.
('use will remain here through August. army do without arms'.'
of Paris,
From district
W. C. T. U. do with the strongly enR. A. Grover has bought a line pair of
their
were
by
accompanied
I'hey
the horses.
Bucktield and Milton Plantation,
harles < ase of Rochester X. YM who trenched rum power unarmed with
women
some
And
ballot?
oppose
yet
of Paris. w ill remain here for a while.
Ηγκλμ R. IIl'bbaki»,
GREENWOOD
Rich men's wives,
I here was a gay and lively time at universal suffrage.
One writer compares this season to
title
to
a
men's
married
rich
daughters
Lyonsden Monday evening, \vhen there and a
dog, and those who can live in in- that of the year 1810, when they used to
One would
was "dancing in the barn."
COM'NG EVENTS.
dolence can't see any good in the ballot. .say there were two winters without a
hardly have dreamed that it was really a
summer between them; and well they
woman can comAuk..'· —Oxforl PunioDa<iruKe, KuckdeM.
barn. Decorations of Mowers, ferns and Armed with the ballot,
mand the attention and respect of men; might, since there have been but very
Auk· ·"> Prohibition county convention. South other
greenery, draperies, posters and
Pari*.
without it there can be no aggressive few days when a tire was not needed
Auk-3.i;. Κ·'union Eleventh Maine Itetilment. rugs, nearly concealed the walls and
first continually for warming purposes. My
Brownlle!*!.
and converted it into a place of movement. Here, as everywhere, the
ceiling,
met with folks used to say a good deal about that
I·. U.—florae race» an<l hall mince.
Auk
One of the former stalls was mildly aggressive movement
beauty.
county fair icrouti-U.
rebuff, then a collapse, and the game summer season, as we will call it by way
Au*, il.- Reunion Twenty third Maine Regi- transtormed into a bower piled with new
of convenience, and one event occurred
was up.
ment, Lewi-· ton.
mown hay. and the other into a cosy
on which they used to dwell with un« orner lined with
pillows. Old-fashionBRYANT POND.
One Sunday, in the
usual interest.
SEW A l> V Ε KTISK Μ Κ NTS.
ed chairs and benches furnished seats
Mrs. Lizzie Day has been stopping a month of June, a Baptist minister was
indoors and out, and the lawn in front
few days this week at Squirrel Island.
ordained, and the «lay was so cold that
\ M< ney Saving
Varancc Sale.
was lighted
by Chinese lanterns and
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Perhain of there were snow squalls during the ex*ικ·< lal Sale of suit Caeca.
decorated with flax wheel and spinning Waketield, Mass., are
The Ke-t ('réparation.
relatives
visiting
ercises, and the ladies, some of whom
The evening was balmy and in town.
wheel.
llobbH* Variety store.
were clothed in white, and also the men
Criminal RUN" allowcl l>y County Commis· still, and the older ones who did not
Miss May Cummings of Dorchester, with overcoats on, sat and shivered
h toner*.
sat on the lawn in entire comfort
dance
Bankrupt'·· Petition for IHacbance.
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Matoria with the cold. Why they did not have a
Notice of Ian· ι- offerts! for -ale for State Taxes. ami watched the dancers through the
tire on the occasion I do not know, but
Parker'* Hair Hal-am.
door. Lemonade was served Billings. Mrs. Frank Trumbull and son
large
open
Mr. and
Κ ·|1. Coven··! fallu IS et*.
have the impression that the meeting
<>n the I'iazza throughout the evening
Notice ol Bankruptcy.
arrived at Mrs. Trumbull's old home at was held in a barn where there were no
Τ ran* portillon of Scholars In the Town of and doughnuts, cakes and peanuts at
Dell Cole's on Wednesday afternoon.
facilities for one. Certain it is that not
l'arit.
intermission. Correct dress for the ocEngineer Bowker stopped at his peo- only meetings, but also district schools
Farm for Sale.
casion, w hich was worn by most of those
»*rof. offev.
from Tuesday uutil Friday after- were frequently held in such buildings
ple's
I'laiio for Sale.
present, consisted of white shirt waists noon. while his engine was undergoing in those
days; and, indeed, at a much
and white duck skirts of walking length some
later period. The man who was ordainrepairs.
WHAT MR.
for the ladies, and negligee shirts or
YOUNG SAYS.
George Stephens, agent for Cressey, ed on that day was no other than the
shirt waists and white duck trousers Jones &
Allen, piano dealers of l'ortland, late Kev. Daniel Hutchinson, the father
the
and
for
without
coats,
gentlemen,
HIS
ΚΚΙΊΛ
M AUK
ΤΟ THE I'll A Ki.KS
has been stopping this week at the Glen of Aunt Marcia Hates of Hartford.
She
the dancing floor presented a verv at- Mt. House.
Benj. Billings purchased a was theu twelve years old, just the right
against vi κ.
u vr.
tractive and animated scene.
Douglass tine
of
Mr.
his
wife.
for
piano
Stephens
age to remember such events; and if
rarrar on the violin and Howard Shaw
Mrs. Edward Damon and son of Des
present on the occasion she could give
In reply t»· the charges given currency on the piano furnished music for a proand
Mrs.
Gunn
Annabel
Moines. Iowa,
some interesting details in addition to
by the Oxford County Advertiser against gramme of dances made up largely of of Portland are visiting at Rev. Henry what has already been written.
Edgar !.. Flint, the Republican candi- waltzes and two-steps, and
Brown's.
Eight woodchucks were trapped and
date for sherill, AIuiou Young of Hiram people enjoyed the dancing greatly. It
Arthur Bessey has moved his family shot in a clover field near by, and their
sucwas
of
the
and
most
one
writes the letter given below, which the
pleasantest
into the En Earle house to live while his work in the grass can well be imagined
Advertiser publishes. It is so plain ami cessful events of the season.
uew house is being built.
without giving the facts.
Advertised letters in Paris post otlice
direct that no comment can add to it,
Miss May Allen is visiting her sister in
The other morning Edward Ilerrick
ami coming from a man of Mr. Young's Aug. 1st:
Peru.
saw a deer in his garden,
helping himMl»» \£oe» Klckuell.
stauiling in the community will carry
Mrs. John Tobin lias been stopping at self to the vegetables, and he refused to
Mr*. Hauuali K. Bartlett.
great weight.
Freil
for
a
few
but
weeks,
Mm» Saiiy uinn.
Lurvey's
leave until urged to do so in a someMl»» Dannie M. Hanlele.
she and Eloise went this week to Phillips what summary manner.
to
visit
her
for
a
sister
of
months.
wife
and
and
Master
Russell
Carter
couple
Elmer Cole still lias three of the five
Mr. Eilitor :
Mrs. I.izzie Meader has been working little coonlings recently mentioned.
Oxford
the
1 notice in
County 1'heodore Carter, of Oloversville, Χ. V
house
at
Bethel
at
at
Mrs.
Cullen
a
few
Skillings'
boarding
serious
days
Advertiser very
allegations spent
They are now about the size of a half
for a few weeks, but is now stopping grown kitten, full of
play, and show
against the character of Edgar L. Flint, < arter's last week.
Arthur Shaw, son of Mark P. Shaw, with her daughter, Mrs. Lena Cummings. none of their wild and savage nature.
the Republican candidate for sheriff, to
Mrs. Lunette Currier has gone to
which I wish to reply. It is admitted in while doing gymnastic stunts with other
They are putting up the telephone
Hiram by an honorable and leading hoys I hursday, had one elbow put out of Phillips to visit her people for a week or wire between the City and Locke's Mills.
Will report the persons having it in their
Democrat that the charges are based joint. It is a bad dislocation, but it is more.
Mrs. Angie Berry had the pleasure of houses when the fact is learned.
personal thought it will come out all right.
ujM»n the bitter, relentless
on
from
her
three
sisters
a
visit
will
be
"The Ureat Conspiracy"
Hannibal Curtis is again running his
playTuesday,
hatred of an enemy, and that truth and
ed at the hall this Monday evenin·', for —Mrs. Loan/a Mountfort, Mrs. Cyrus shingle mill after the lapse of several
justice demand au explanation.
He has reIn the article is a charge of desertion. the benefit of the scenery fund." This Berry of South Paris, and Mrs. Caroline weeks caused by sickness.
Mr. Flint's inability, while sick in a hos- play has been re-written, anil consider- Mountfort, who has been confined to the cently put in a new fashioned machine
pital, to rejoin his regiment has been ably elaborated from the one presented house with rheumatism for some months, which works well.
Jesse Daniel and wife have papered
fully explained to the Government and here last year. Dancing will follow, with but is some better this summer.
Walton Wynian is at home from Hum- their sitting room anew and now they
the error in the record corrected, and he music by Stearns' Orchestra. Admission
his
vacation.
don't like it. The paper is of a dark red
has an honorable discharge, and lias for l.j cents, and 25 cents per couple for ford Falls on
The Kinsmans ar" enjoying life at color and makes the room look too
Why di»es • lancing. The cast of the play isyears received a pension.
is
Birchwhich
called
their
new
much like an eclipse of the moon. Mr.
cottage
the
not this settle
matter?
for Daniel has a large meadow on Twitchell
Their three guests leave
mere.
Some fifteen years ago Mr. Flint joinhome in a few days. Masters Teddy Kiver, which is cuttiug the heaviest grass
he Meut. Kutx'rt Raitolt,...
ed the Temperance Keform and
Chase and Elmer Bowker took tea and in many years.
claims, and I believe, that he has not Le Comte .le Montclalre. chief
Your scribe had the pleasure last week
drank a drop of intoxicating liquor of
spent a very pleasant evening by invitation Thursday at Birchmere.
of seeing a pretty young lady who reany kind in that time.
Rev. W. J. Taylor of Lewiston preach- cently came into the family of Mr. and
Mr. Flint has served for years as Depes at the Universalist church Aug. 3 and Mrs. Fred Waterhouse.
The other is a
uty Sheriff in Cumberland county under
Gem larme·, alten.lant», Λο.
Aug. 10. Mr. Taylor will spend the boy three years old, thus constituting
sheriffs l'lummer and Pearson, also in
M h natter. Ml»» Ε. V. Morrl».
week
here
and
board
Edwin
at
Mann's.
A»»l»tant Manager, Misa M. Lomla
another one of those modern families so
Oxford County under sheriffs Porter and
common in Yaukeedom.
Tucker, and in only one instance have 1
1 he principal social event of the past
one
case
of
unIn
heard any complaint.
Rev. Mr. Brown preached an interestweek, and indeed of the season, was the
Evergreen Assembly, No. 44. Pythian
certainty tie sought aud followed the dancing party given at the hall Wednes- Sisterhood, held their semi-annual in- ing sermon Sunday afternoon, at the
counsel of one of our ablest lawyers and day evening by Maj. and Mrs. Brinckle stallation in Grange Hall Monday, July Center, the discourse being founded on
the matter passed by with no attempt to and Miss Brinckle. A hundred or more 28. The able installing officers, Mrs. II. the conversion of the thief on the cross.
adjust the matter in court with him or were present in response to the invita- Cole and Mrs. E. Bowker of Portland, He was accompanied by his wife, who
his bondsmen, as would have been the tious sent out.
An effective bank of to whom Evergreen Assembly always assisted in the singing as usual.
And now, ferns and moss along the front of the extends a hand of welcome, were
case had he been in error.
present
SOUTH RUMFORD.
years afterwards, the matter is raked up stage was the only decoration used in and were assisted by Mrs. A. Bessey and
C. M. Elliott and family are living in
ami tried in the absence of the defendant the hall, which is now a very pretty room Miss Alice Day. After the installation
party, in a Democratic county conven- for such parties. After the guests had refreshments were served and a pleasant their house on Hall Hill, while doing the
tion. Is that the way to do business'.'
The visiting sisters haying. Their daughter, Susie, stays at
been received, an hour or two was occu- time enjoyed by all.
I am one of Mr. Flint's bondsmen and pied in an informal programme of were entertained by Mrs. A. Sheran, and the Corner to do the chores.
Mrs. Edith Thurston aud two chilexpect to be again, and 1 much prefer •lances with music by Stearns' Orchestra. greatly enjoyed her hospitality. The
dren from Boston, Mass., are visiting her
to have my legal business done before a Refreshments of ice cream and fancy following officers were installed:
father, George Elliott, at Zircon.
court.
cakes were then served, and after the
Mr·. A. Bryant, P. O.
Charles Farnum cut Harry Neal's hay
Mrs. J. Moody, C. C.
Our Kepubli(*tn caucus was unusually intermission a german was danced by
K.
kl
re.
V.
C.
Thompson,
and Royal Clement cut Mrs. Cynthia
large, and the two delegates in favor of several couples of the younger people
Mr*. A. Bessey, frelate.
Mr. Flint were chosen by ballot unani- Miss Brinckle and Miss Marion Parris
Ackley's hay.
Mrs. G. Whitman. M. of P.
Mrs. Florett Virgin from Haverhill,
Mrs. II. Bryant, M. of E.
mously, and at the County Convention were leaders of the german, and conM at A.
Mise
Klsle
Wa>ie,
as
Mass., is visiting her brother, Ed Abhe was nominated by acclamation,
ducted a series of very pretty ligures, ocMrs. L. Currier, A. M. at A.
bott, at East Rumford.
were all the other candidates.
cupying the time until a little after mid- Mrs. C. Jackson. K. of R. Λ S.
Μη». H. Noyé», I. G.
I have known Edgar L. Flint many- uight. The favors which the dancers
GRAFTON.
Mrs. A. Sheran, O. G.
years, have resided half a mile from him preserve as mementos will be reminders
Mrs H. Clifford, M. O.
Rev. Dr. H. S. Whitman and wife of
twenty years, some ten of which he has of a very pleasant evening. Many handMrs. G. Ttrrell, Organist.
Brunswick are spending their vacation
worked for me iu and about my mills, as some gowns were out, and the party
here with Dr. Whitman's mother and
NORWAY LAKE.
he is now duing. I pass his house four besides being so fully enjoyable in every
Mr. and Mrs. David Flood went to sister, and will be joined later by Mr.
times a day and employ and personally way was certainly one of the most
Walter G. Whitman of Norway, teacher
η1
affairs ever seen on Paris Bolster's Mills, Sunday, to visit Mr. and in the
superintend some thirty hands from his
Gloucester (Mass.) High School.
Mrs. Colby Frost.
vicinity, aud if he were an immoral man Hill
Mr. Ο. B. Dodge, who ie in the emMildred Tucker of Strong visited
and a libertine 1 should have heard of it
ployment of Bean & Whitcomb at CupDENMARK
Mildred and Alta Pottle Wednesday.
in ten or twenty years.
Miss i.. P. Newhall has had her house suptic, is in town for a short visit.
The usual drawing down of the water
Edgar L. Flint is a respectable, lawWalter Brinck is helping Ernest Farrar
abiding citizen, were he otherwise 1 in Moose Pond by the Saco Water Power painted outside; George Pike did the with his
haying.
would not present his name to a conven- to. is now taking place and is a bail work.
Our
farmers have been improving our
The party that have been camping at
tion. or back hi* olticial bond for thou- thing for the mills here as it takos away
J
few
sunny
days in cutting and storing
Crockett's cottage returned to their
sands of dollars in two counties as 1 am all their power.
their hay.
now doiog.
Owing to some trouble and misunder- houies Tuesday.
Nor do 1 write statements for or against standing the ball game between BrownEAST BETHEL.
WILSON'S MILLS.
a man that I am ashamed or afraid to held and Denmark was declared off
Miss Jennie Rich visited relatives here
The chapel, under the efficient superAi.mo.n Younu.
Saturday afternoon.
sign with my name.
last week.
vision of Frank
'Λ
ν «UVCUI, \JL
of Milan,
Ν. XI.j
Mr. Frank Carpenter of Lewiston, Me
OlliOU, il,
Vincent,
H.,
Hiram, Mi., Jul* 2», '02.
Misses Jennie and Grace Swan are visitnumber of our townsmen,
has purchased the Bartlett House and
relatives at South Paris.
t week been
ing
and
it
to
the
Mr.
put
up
GROVE MEETING.
opened
public.
again
J. M. Bartlett is at home from Berlin boarded in; not much more will be done
The annual I'niversalist grove meeting «■ arpenter comes well recommended as a Ν.
H., to do his haying.
until after haying, i. e., if there is any
will be held at Lake Anasagunticook, hotel keeper, and will be pleased to meet
Miss Rose Kimball is spending a short hay weather.
No particulars All his old friends in his new quarters.
next Sunday, Aug. 10.
vacation at her home here.
Mr. A. C. Pendexter, after a
Help for haying is very scarce.
as to programme and arrangements have
Miss Elsie Bartlett from Lowell, Mass.,
Mrs. J. W. Carter had a birthday party
weeks vacation at home, has returned to
yet been announced.
is at her home for a short vacation.
the 23d. The young people enjoyed it
his place of business in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Brown and Master very much.
Miss Mitchell, assistant teacher at PotSheriff Pearson is reported as growing
N\
H., have been spendAddie Flint has gone to Colebrook to
'· Siting with Mr. and Carl from Berlin,
weaker and hi-* friends are much convisit her aliter, Mr». E. L. Johnton,
ing two week· in this place.
cerned.
Mn. Geo. W.
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Col. Ε. C. Farrington came from Augusta last week and is camping at Kezar.
Maurice Pilsbury was at bis mother's

tor a few days.
Misses Weston, Locke and Tibbetts
ind friends from New Jersey have been
it their Stonebam camps.
Fred Walker and wife of Boston came
lately to see his mother who seems to be
in failing health.
Rev. Mr Burrill of Conway preached
%t the Congregational church on Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Chandler was relieved
from her suffering on Sunday night.
Her funeral was attended by Mr. Stone
on

Tuesday.

there were no Chautauquans to
join the White Mountain excursion on
Monday very few went from this station.
Miss Helen D. Sewall of South Berwick
came to Miss Fanny Tibbetts' on Tuesday for a week's visit.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Robinson and son
of Arlington are at Mr. O. Warren's.
Mr. Clayton W. Pike, of Philadelphia,
is at Mrs. Pike's.
Albert and Carrie Whitmore have
gone to Rockland to visit relatives.
Miss Agnes Baldwin of New York has
joined her aunt, Mrs. Post, at E. P. Weston's.
The annual sale was held at New
Church Hall on Thursday afternoon and
evening and was as successful as usual.
Mr. Del m ore Robinson and daughters
gave a concert at Lovell on Thursday
As

HIRAM.

Tuesday the thermometer was at
i i4, quite a contrast to the open fires four
lays previous, needed to keep boarders

A

LADY'S

YOUNG

LIFE

SAVED.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

On

warm.

Walter Bakeiis
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Mr. Arthur Wadsworth fell in his hay
Dr. Clia«. II. Utter, a prominent phyfold in a sunstroke. His daughter Nina
learing his cry for assistance went and aician, of Panama, Colombia, in a recent
iseisted him to the house. lie is im- letter states: "Last March I had as ;i
patient a young lady sixteen years of
proving.
Hon. Oliver Allen remains in very age, who had a very bad attack of dysentery. Everything I prescribed for her
poor health.
Rev. Fannie Kimball, pastor of the proved ineffectual and she was growing
Universalist church, Williamsburg, Vt., worse every hour. Her parents were
with her sister, Helen M. Kimball, is sure she would die. She had become so
weak that she could Rot turn over in
rfsiting friends in their native town.
Rev. J. F. Albion, of Maiden, Mass., bed. What to do at this critical mowith his family is boarding at Mrs. ment was a study for me, but I thought
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Sidney Butterfield's.
Eli C. Wadsworth has twenty-two Diarrhœa Remedy and as a last resort
boarders at his cottages.
prescribed it. The most wonderful reMuch hay was damaged in the poor sult was effected. Within eight hours
she was feeling much better; iuside of
weather last week.
On Monday evening there was a dis- three days she was upon her feet and at
play of aurora borealis quite unusual in the end of one week was entirely well."
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. I'arlin,
July.
Miss Edna B. Greene of Madison is South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyés
Drug Store, Norway.
visiting friends in town.

BREAKFAST

COCOA

QUALITY

OXFORDS

$2.50.

Mrs. Mary Ann (Lord) Cole, wife of
The upsetting of a boat on the KenMr. Charles E. Cole, died in Hiram July nehago river. Wednesday night, brought
an
aged death by drowning to three of a party
23d, aged 6<J years. She leaves
husband and one daughter, Mrs. Fanny of four. Mrs. Paul Virgin, Totn ParaWeymouth, of Limerick, also two broth- dis and ί,οη Martin. The survivor is
KIBO KID.
A faithful wife and Mrs. Virgin's husband. The men were
ers and two sisters.
mother and earnest Christian woman, laborers employed on the extension of
FLEXIBLE SOLE,
LIGHT,
through the last weeks of her life she the Portland ά Rumford Falls Railroad,
MILITARY HEEL.
much and thev were in a camp at Kennebagu
endured severe suffering with
evening.
James Lovis has sold his house to Mr. patience and fortitude, and when called farm. The men and Mrs. Virgin left
FOR STREET OR DRESS
Whitcomb and will build another.
to pass through the valley of the shadow the farm in a boat, at ten o'clock, to g<>
WEAR.
and
The
is
Wentworth
evil.
which
Mrs. Mary
daughter of death, she had no fear of
to Indian Rock camps for mail,
Jennie are visiting friends here.
funeral services were held at her late taken to that point by stage. After visitMiss Virgie Dailey is at S. W. Charles'. home. Rev. Hiram Mains of South ing the camp, the party started homePortland preached from the following ward. No particulars of the accident
a
OXFORD.
text of her own selection: Then call had been obtained at last reports, as VirClothier and Furnisher,
of
condied
Francis Wing
July 25,
and I will answer, Job 1.1:22.
the survivor, issounerved that noththou,
gin,
South Pa's, M>;.
31 Market Sq.,
sumption. His funeral was held Sunday
definite can be made of his ratning
at the Advent chapel, Rev. Mr. Ericson
_LOVELl,
Eastern Telephone
blings.
concert
fine
a
officiating.
Thursday evening very
Mrs. Susanna, wife of Frank Keene. was given «it American House Hall by
FOR CHOLERA INFANTUM.
Limited
Bankrupt's Petition far
died July 26, after a long sickness. Her the Robinson sisters and Charlotte Pike A CURE
(
In the matter of
1
"Last May," says Mrs. Curtis Baker,
funeral was held on Sunday at her late and the little daughter of Mr. Charles
UK N.I. G. LYONS,
In ISankrui>t<
residence, Rev. Mr. Newport officiating. Robinson. The Robinson sisters, daugh- of Bookwalter, Ohio, "an infant child of Established 1780
Itankrii|.t )
Ιιι·!-, .,ι t|.
To the lloN. CI.aki.N· Κ ΙΙλι
She leaves a husband and ason, a mother, ters of Delmore Robinson, the clarinetist, our neighbor's was su ffering from cholera
Dl.-trht t ourt of the Unite·) Mali, t<,t ti.
The doctor had given up all
one brother and three sisters.
M-trletof Maine
play the cornet and violin, Miss Pike the infantum.
of
bottle
a
took
I
of
of
Miss Abby Graffam, daughter
recovery.
nenry piano, and the other sings, in fact they hopes
ti. LYONS of Rmnfofd. !
County of Oxford, an I Mate ·>ι M u ;n
Grnffam, died July 23, of consumption all sing. The music was delightful, and Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar-λιΊ I»t-«trl«-t. re« -ectfully repre-tnt*. ti it
·,
them
to
the
to
was
rho-a
carried
house,
telling
She
and
Hill.
Remedy
at Pigeon
naturally
was performed so easily
tlie -.'till 'lay or May, l:«ft p:i»t. I
w.tif used acCasco for burial.
that it gave much pleasure. These little I felt sure it would do good
atljuiiicd bankrupt under the \<t- >>; «
reiiitlii»? to bankruptcy; tί:it h- .1Mrs. Hat tie Rogers and son of Port- ladies range from 10 to 13 years of age. cording to directions. In two days' time
ren«lered all hie prooerty κιι·Ι rl.tt <·! j,
·ι
and is
From a manufacturer v\ho was an<l
land visited relatives here last week.
The concert will be given at North the child had fully recovered
has fully «•oiitplled with a.I tin· 1.
a
a
vigorous, overstocked I have bought ioooJ of eal'l \ctf
year since)
and of the < 'ler» t«r « -mit t .·
Harry Hayes of Baltimore, and Miss Fryeburg Wednesday evening and proba- now (nearly
·._·
hi* bankruptcy.
Douglass from Washington, are visiting bly in other places in the vicinity. Any healthy girl. 1 have recommended this covered
which
at a
(
Wherefore he pray a, that In· id··. I.··
known
never
and
have
at Cyrus S. Hayes*.
one who enjoys music or children should remedy frequently
are I,y the Court to have :t full ·Ι1-« 1 .n_'<·
.1
of the tin.
it to fail in any single instance." For covers the cost
Mrs. Maud Biscoo of Sangerville is not fail to be present.
debt» provable aitaln-t hi» e-i.iic· i.i,
standfull
size,
6
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full
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by
visiting her aunt,
The families of Frank Harmon
cepted l»y law from Mich ·Ii-· liaise.
Lottie and Stella Walker of Portland Arthur Davis are at their camp on South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes ard weight and strictly first
Dated this 21et 'lav of July,
D l·.'
Store,
of
are visiting relatives here.
month
Norway.
have
ί
IihNM. G. LYONS, Banki ;
August. Drug
Kea/.ar Pond for the
one of the best lots of
Mr. Charles Holden and family, Mr.
Last Saturday as Mr. Umbstaetter,
01t1n.1t ok xoTicK τπκκι,ο.ν
Tinware is the highest
ever had.
Mrs. Gould and who lives in Ν. H. Palmer's house for
Kennard and wife,
No one was held responsible by the
a ·*! such pails are District ok m aim.. *1.
daughter, Miss Mary Andrews of Port- the summer and hires Howard I'almcr ! coroner's jury for the crossing accident for a
till*'Jtith day of July, A.'D. !:« .·,
t·
oiler III»<»nthe
foregoing petition, It I»—
land, Mr. Anson noldcn and wife and to work for him, told Palmer if they got at Old Orchard, where a public carriage retailing for 35 cents, but I
OMercl
by the Court, tli.it 1 h· n .·
for only 15 cts
sister, Mr. James Holden and family Mr. a salmon that day in their fishing he I was struck by a train, and William F. them during
ii|ioii the paint: on the >th «lay of
-j»t \ I».
and Mrs. Mayberry, Mrs. Greenleaf, Dr. would give him a dollar and would I Mills and Charles W. Mills were killed each.
I '·
Γ.«ι.', Iielore cal'l Ctiurt at I'tirt 111Ί, .1
They are just right for berry- trlrt,
at lo o'clock In the ft m
.·
and Mrs. Barker and children and other double the prize for each one in excess and others
shown
that
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injured.
etc.,
price
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notice
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ing,
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three
Otisfield
relatives went to
picnic
of one. They got two weighing
the road was a private way, and that
l»i-tr1«-(, 1
lower than you may get again for ocrât,alla new-paper printed In fit
their former home.
{bat
known creditor*, an«l <:
pounds each, so the young man got $3, neither the driver nor any one else on
:>t
tie;
1
-aid
There was no service at the M. E. and this week they got another. This the
lnterei*t,
may
appear
years.
carriage heard the train.
aii<l abow cum, I' any they have, «t
tin
church Sunday as Rev. Mr. Callahan is seems to show that the salmon are
n.t·
pra>er «>t-al«l p«'tltli>nrr-html I ti. t
still unable to preach.
Keazar.
in
An It I» further Onlered by tin· < ourt, thai r e
Upper
growing
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Shattuck
L.
Shellsburg,
Henry
I'lerk -hall Hend bv mall t>> til kr.o*ti m .t
Mrs. Newport is spending a week with
The German Medicine show is at the
Iowa, was cured of a stomach tronble
ciiplen of Haiti |M-titlon inel thi- order, ;celn■·-·
her daughter, Mrs. Keene, at Poland.
village this week camping in the field of with which he had been atllicted for
t- -t.itlu iliein at their p'at e* t>r re-hlent
j
Geo. Marston.
II mi J
Wl.neHM the Hull. < 1 \iik.m
four boxes of Chamberlain's
HEBRON
t>f the nal«l Court, an ! the -f.il then'uf, it I' it
Geo. Dale, the upholsterer, has gone years, by
NOTICE».
ΡΚΟΚΛΤΚ
lie had
Stomach and Liver Tablets.
laii'l. In μ.·ι1·1 Idnlrti't, on the J'di 'lay <<l 1....
Mr. Will Hibbs spent Sunday at Mr.
to North Fryeburg.
Hibbs'.
previously tried many other remedies Γο «Il persona Interested In either of the KhIhU-h A. D. 1902.
Α. II DA* I8,
[U·.]
re:
hereinafter naine<l
fA«T hf^pon
! and a number of physicians without
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Mr. Horace Knight of Jamaica Plain, summer weather and sunshine came in Parlin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; •Iilly. In the year of our Lord one thousind
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Store,
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Norway.
; Noyes Drug
Mass., has been at Mrs. H. A. Cushman's usual style for haying.
thereupon
having been presented for the action
<
for a short visit.
A large quantity of hay has been
hereinafter Indicated, It I# hereby >ki>kkki>:
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Mr. N. Q. Bachelder returned to Hos- stored in good condition the past week.
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one year after the «ale, by pajlni:
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The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Hack Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has beeu conceded
ever since it was founded in ISôo by Dr.
Kl>en

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.
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DIVISION.
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have
Additional Sunday Service.
servatory has expanded, there
Ivers Λ·
*>«· Coast and Interior
gradually been acquired
Kcaorta of S«w Kn|laitd.
l'ond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new buildComment-log June l»;th, l'JOî, «teamen* leave
conKranltllu Wharf, Portland. :in<l India Wharf,
ing, the ln>ard of directors of the
Bouton, daily, (Sundays lnclu<!e<l) at 7 K)0 p. m.
servatory have placed their order for ;>1
.1. S. Cahhex, Agent, India Wharf. Boston.
additional Ivers Λ l'ond pianos, making
T. M
BaktlktT, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
a total of SM.
1'ortland.
Boston
ti. P. A T. A.
famous
this
A.
II.
Ha>8Cum,
to
Higher tribute
Calvin Austin. Vice l'res't A Ceu'l Manager.
art product would be hardly possible
General offices, 3B8 Atlantic Ave., Boston.
than
years' continued patronage by
institutions.
musical
of
critical
most
this

County, JWe.

South Paris. Oxford
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Dyspepsia
Digests

Cure

CATARRH

for

with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary.

Cures all stomach troubles

I» ( K\T
ΤΚ1ΛΙ. SI/K.

E. O. OkWittACo., Chicago
Tho 11. buttle cout lus-* .luitstbL-àûc. ata»
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THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio
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PainkilW

paint.

(PKKKV 1>AV1S>)

work easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pantries, kitchens and furniture.
Many
The surface is nonbeautiful tiuts.
ahsorbent and cau be kept bright and
clean by wipiug with a damp cloth.

!

i

by

Heath 4

Take

no

substitut?. Price 25c.

E. U. C

&

50c.
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HANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

l>on't pay fancy prices when y«»ur 'leale*· will
furnish you "Satsurna Interior Knamcle" at the
name price as ordinary paint.
KKKK Color cartl ami our Uiok'ct.
"Howjto
Refurnish the Houie Without Buying New Furniture."

Made

the seaman's friend, for cholera,
cramps or chills. It acts like magic.

I will furnish IHKIUS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window ά Door Framps.

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

if lu want of auy kind <>f Finish for Inside or
4'hWago.
Pine Luiuwork, amd In yoer orders
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach outside
<er and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
ami Spar Varnish,
Murait», Ac.,
and Job Work.
Masury's ICailroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,
Matched llard Woo<l Kloor Hoards for sale.

Planing, Sawing

S. P. MAXIM à SON,
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Mil TU Ρ Λ KIM,

w.

(lli.\DLEK,
Maine.

West Sumner

î°J ONE DOLLAR
You Can Secure

a

Set of

The New Werner Edition

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
·
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30

Superb Octavo Volumes.

every night or so.
Now how to keep from looking like a
"house afire" as to complexion and all
limp and disheveled as to hair is a problem with most girls at these summer
dances.
To many people anxious to enjoy all,
the consideration of the complexion is a
very serious one. One naturally wishes
to look one's best at night, yet in hot
weather the face will burn in a way that
is anything but becoming in the evening.
When preparing for the dance take
water that is pleasantly warm and put a
spoonful of toilet oatmeal into it.
Sponge the face carefully, and then wash
it with a liquid paste of oatmeal and
warm water, mixed in the palm of the
hand.
Sponge again and then dry with a soft
towel. As soon as the skin is quite free
from moisture, put a little dry oatmeal
into the hand, rub it well over the face,
and leave it on.
This treatment will be found most

Each picture represent»
What are the names?
No. 216

an

animal.

Nouaenae Number.

Let flfty-flve divided be
By naught; a thousand take from me
And add what's left, and you will pee
What rules the world, as all agree.

gow.

5. Bos-ton.

BANANA CAKE.
For this cake use an ordinary sponge
cake recipe for the layer and prepare the
God heals and the doctor has the
tilling as follows: Mash two bananas,
thanks.
which have been
thoroughly chilled,
Kczeiua, scald head, hives, itchiness of through a colander, and sprinkle the
the skin of any sort instantly relieved, juice of one small lemon over the pulp.
permanently cured. Doan's Ointment. Add the white of oue egg and beat until
white and foamy. Have ready one large
At any drug store.
cupful of granulated sugar boiled with
It is better to irritate a dog than an half a cupful of water until it forms a
soft ball when dropped in water. Pour
old woman.
this syrup slowly over the banana cream,
is
a
medicine
free
Foley's Kidney Cure
beating briskly all the while. When all
from poisons and will cure any case of the syrup has been consumed add one
kidney disease that is not beyond the teaepoonful of granulated gelatine which
reach of medicine. F. A. Shurtlefl A has been dissolved in a tablespoonful of
Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Beat until the mixture becomes
water.
cool and begins to thicken, then epread
There is no fool like the learned fool. it lightly between the layers of cake and
over the top.
STOPS THE COUGH
Bkkcham's Hills

cure

elck hoatlacbc.

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
a cold
in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents.

In a Liverpool school lately a number
of scholars were asked to explain the
meaning of the term "righteous indignation.'' One little chap replied: "Being
angry without cussing."

PRICES AND TERMS:

Foley's Kidney Cure will cure all disarising from disordered kidneys or

eases

CLOTH, $45.00 (formerly $64.50), $1.00 down and $3.00

bladder. F. A. Shurtlefl A Co.
Stevens, Oxford.

HALF MOROCCO, $60.00 (formerly $94.50), $2.00 down
arid $4.00 per month thereafter.

First Man (at summer resort)—"Look
here, sir, are you aware that I am engaged to that young lady you went out
waiking with this morning?" Second
Man—"Well, what of it? So am I."

per month

thereafter.

SHEEP, $75.00 (formerly
month thereafter.

*

$98.50), $3.00 down and $5.00 per

For further particulars call

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

CO.,

on or

addi

South

Pari·,

iss

Me.

Orin

The strong friendship existing between
the Emperor of Germany ana the late
Emile
ramons Berlin physician, Dr.
and now, after bearing a
Schmidt, gave him the authority to sit at appointment
for the vacancy,
candidates
of
number
His Majesty's right hand and to wear
were looking forward
the purple and gold of Imperial favor. the members
to the with keen Interest to the meeting at
Mot only for his friendship
Emperor was Dr. Emile Schmidt noted which the election of the new minister
but for his wonderful victory over that was to take place.
dread disease Consumption. His suc"Weel, Marget," asked one female
cess was a marvel to the medical world.
of another ns they foreparishioner
Prior to his death he gave to his friend a
the road one day, "wha
on
of the gathered
formula for the preparation
remedy for the treatment of

Coughs,
Colds, Incipient Consumption, Bronchitis
»nd all Throat and Lung diseases. In

Instant
consequence of this Bauer's
Cough Cure can now be purchased from
the following druggists who guarantee it
to cure your cough or to refund your
and
money. It is wrapped in a Purple

Qold package. Samples free.—F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
Pond; OrinStevens, Oxford.
Pride makes some people ridiculous
ami prevents others from becoming so.

FIG CAKE.
Here is a novel recipe for a fig cake:
Chop a pound of figs; add four ounces
of sugar and a gill of water. Bring to
the boil, and boil for a quarter of an
hour. Beat up half a pound of butter
to a cream ; add half a pound of powdered sugar, half a pound of flour, a teaspoonful of baking powder, and a gill of
milk. Beat the whites of six eggs to a
stiff froth, and mix them in last. Bake
in round tins—such as are used for jelly
oake. When cold, put the cakes one on
top of the other, with the flge between
each layer of cake. The whole may be
covered with lemon or water icing. This
is a nice change from walnut or chocolate-layer cake.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
ha^d instruments.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, "i octave, almost new

for?"
you gaun to vote
"I'm Just thlnkln' I'll vote for nene
o' them. I'm no' muckle o' a Judge,
an' it'll be the safest plan," was Mar-

cane,

are

fortlSS.

get'· sagaolous reply.

"Toots, woman, if that's the way o't.
vote wi' me."
"An' hoo are you gaun to vote?"
"I'm gaun to vote for the man that
ΊΙ
I think has the soundest lungs an'
no' bother us wi' deeln' again in a hurry."—Scottish American.

Important to Mothers.
of CA8TORLL,
BlMliftw carefully erery bottl*
and children,
aura remedy for Infanta
Oaafeand

HI· Rent

One second hand Ivors & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $.'500.

and has been made under his personai supervision since its infancy.
CJ:
^éut^yf, S'CCCCAXM Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" are but
that trifle with and endanger the health of

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for *.1.V

What is CASTORIA

One second hand Worcester organ,

Role.

Experiments
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is Pleasant. It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
nor other Narcotic
Morphine
neither
contains
Opium,
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

11

Wheeler,

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

W. H. Winchester,

And to think that my usual hard luck
would step In Just when all my hopes
were about to be realized!"
"I heard Mildred refer to your nonappearance," remarked I'ayer.
"You did? And what did she say?"
"Said you performed an act of char-

ity by

^0

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

W. J.

The Kind You Hare Always Bought

HEADQUARTERS FOR

In Use For Over 30 Years.

coming on."

not

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought» and which has been
In ose for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $300, worth 3200.

stops, in nice condition, for 94Λ
A PHYSICIAN HEALED.
were discussing the η ma tour
They
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
Dr. Geo. Ε wing, a practicing physiciau
theatricals uf the previous evening, octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
of Smith's Grove, Ky., for over thirty
hard
the
that cost $12*>, for 86.V
and Thespls was bewailing
years, writes his personal experience
on η violent
with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For years I luck that bad brought
One second hand square piano, a nice
had been greatly bothered with kidney headache and prevented his appear- one, for 8113, worth $140.
and bladder trouble and enlarged pros- ance.
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
tate gland. I used everything known
'Do you know, old boy." he said con·
to the profession without relief, until I
the
been
have
to
was
"that
fldentlally,
commenced to use Foley's Kidney Cure. effort of my life. I had tin· love scene
After taking three bottles 1 was entirely
BILL NUS II LOCH,
down Que, and Mildred's heart must
relieved and cured. I prescribe it now
been of stone If she failed to see Kniiih Pari*.
ftlniiM'
have
recomand
heartily
daily in my practice
I was willing
mend its use to all physicians for such that I was In earnest.
tor
troubles. I have prescribed it in hun- to stake everything <m the result,
dreds of cases with perfect success." F. I was confident she would accept me
A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, Ox- the moment the curtain went down.

room.

When the hair is apt to become limp
and out of curl in the evening, damp it
slightly with cold sweetened tea (a lump
of sugar in an egg cup of tea) previous
This simple treatment in no
to curling.
No. 217.—Tranapoaltlona.
injures the hair and helps greatly to
[Pill each blank with the same four way it
keep curly.
letters differently arranged.]
The days of heavy perfumes are long
and
at this pleasant
Let us
since past, but many ladies nowadays
Then we will like to use one
tie our horse to a
particular scent and that
for tbe only when they make their own. Violet
go to the store and buy
for the children.
cook and
perfume is, perhaps, the most popular,
and provided the best is used, and that
not too abundantly, it is deliciously
Rrhradlnga.
No. 21S
Heliotrope and carnation
fragrant.
1. Behead a quick look and leave a
pink are also fashionable.
and
unusual
Behead
2.
long spear.
Spraying the perfume on the hair
leave a common verb. 3. Behead to after it is dressed is a pleasing way of
Be4.
to
sink.
leave
and
forth
come
having it on one's person. Hair, we
head to correct and leave to repair. Γ». all know, retains a perfume of any kind,
Behead to that place and leave to this and if only just sprayed it will give a
most desirable fragrance.
place. 0. Behead perfect and leave to
Some people suffer greatly from tired,
divide. 7. Behead part of the neck and
aching, and even sore feet. If they
leave to mimic. 8. Behead brightness
would rub the feet night and morning
9. Behead the
and leave privation.
with alcohol for three or four days betree.
an
and
leave
evergreen
backbone
fore a dance they would be surprised
and
to
10. Behead
light up suddenly
how hard their feet would become, and
Be11.
a
with
whip.
blisters would be unknown.
leave to strike
state
former
a
I hope these hints are not too simple
head to fall back into
be noticed by the woman who studies
an
to
Behead
12.
and leave to pass away.
emblem of j»eaee and leave to dwell. appearance.—McCall's Magazine.
13. Behead a |>ool and leave l>efore. 14.
Behead disdain and leave a grain. 15.
CHILDREN WHO STUTTER
condition
Behead to bring up and leave to showInfantile stuttering is a
which should be distinguished from the
er.
complaint which is known as stammerThe terms
No. 21B.-Do«blf Aeroatle.
"stammering" and
ing.
My primais spell something that my "stuttering" are often used interchangeably, but they do not represent exactly
finals could not do without.
the same thing.
Crosswords: L Need. 2. Partly open.
In staintnering the affected child is
3. Sound. 4. Name of a lake in the
hardly able to get words out at all; but
United States. 5. Well known animals in
stuttering it appears to make involunthat Infest houses.
tary sounds, such as the rapid repetition
of a consonant at the beginning of a
No. 220.—Mlaainc Rhyme.
word, as "w-w-w-what," "b-b-b-but."
The habit is not common before six
1. Is It terror? No. It is not
but is sometimes seen
2. Is it not far off? No, It is not —. years of age,
and it is said to be more common
3. Is it a much used beverage? No, earlier,
iu boys than girls.
it is not
It generally appears to be caused by
4. Is it au outward sign of grief or some
slight defect in the general health,
emotion? No, it is not a
and especially seems to have relation
5. Is it to guide a vessel on the wa- with the constitutional irritability produced by the appearance of the sixth
ter? No, it is not to
β. Is it a uobleman. an equul? Yes, year molars, and of the second dentition.
It differs from what is ordinarily known
it iM
as stammering by being a transient condition which usually disappears as the
Λ'·. 221.—Word making.
general health Improves without any
[Add ouo letter ut a time.]
special attention being directed to it. In
1. An important pronoun.
fact it would sometimes seem that the
2. A disjunctive conjunction.
more a child's attention is attracted to
3. A foreign fruit.
the defect the worse it becomes. As an
4. A present.
illustration, I may quote the case of a
5. A contest between one or more lady frieud of mine, whose eldest child,
when about six years old, began to stutpersons.
The mother was much worried
ter.
6. Terror.
about this as there had been several
7. The cargo of a ship.
cases of stammering in her family, and
8. To cause fear to another.
took the child to a very high authority
The physician
on children's diseases.
Ko. !t22.-Geographlc»l Jumble.
prescribed various tonic remedies and
1. Ohcaglc—A western city.
treatment for the general health, but
2. Tovmeru—An eastern state.
cautioned the mother on no account to
in
8. Nlceve—A city
Italy.
lay stress upon the defect or mention it
Ile said it would pass
to the child.
away very shortly. This child is now
Pointed Paragraph·.
years old, and has no trace of the
When a man Is old enough to know eight
defect. Her younger sister, aged seven,
better, he Is too old to do It.
has passed through exactly the same
After a mighty lie has prevailed men phase and now does not stammer in the
truth.
call it the
least, and the third little girl of the same
Unless a man is intelligent and con- family is now stuttering; but the mothsistent he never changes his mind.
er, of course, is not at all worried, as
The more some people try to explain she feels sure that the trouble will pass
away in due course.
the deeper they get in hot water.
Children should be taught from the
Love may make the world go round,
first to talk very slowly and deliberately,
but money heli>s to push It along.
and pronounce every word distinctly. If
this is done they will not find any words
Key to the Pussier.
especially difficult. They should be
200.—Charade:
Inn-Dee-pen- kept from associating with teachers,
No.
friends, or servants, who have any defect
dense—independence.
in speech, as the influence of imaginaNo. 207.—Word Square: 1. Deal. 2.
tion is so very strong.
Edna. 3. Anon. 4. Lane.
All nervous excitement should be
No. 2l*S.—Rlddlemeree: Liberty.
avoided, especially during excitable
Proverb
Begin
No. 201).—A
Square:
periods like the second dentition, and
with A In the center and road round they should never be allowed to talk
A new breom sweeps when iu a hurry or over-excited.
the square.
clean. One swallow does not make a
They should on no account be scolded
summer.
Ilonesty is the best policy. for the defect, nor laughed at it for it,
should it be mentioned to other peoDue bird in the hand is worth two In nor
in their presence, as this will emthe bush. There is many a slip 'twixt ple
barrass them and make the trouble very
the cup and the Up. Where there Is a much more marked.
will there is a way.
Exercises in breathing are very imΝα 210.—A Picture Puzzle: Moss portant. The child should be taught to
take long breathe standing in an upagate.
No. 211.—Primal Acrostic: Primais— right position, and a full breath should
Linnaeus. 1. Lotus. 2. Ivy. 3. Nus- be taken before beginning each sentence.
0. Singing is a valuable means of training,
5. Aster.
4. Narcissus.
turtiuin.
as it strengthens the lungs, and children
Elecampane. 7. Uuifollate. 8. Strawwho have defects of speech will often
berry.
the words quite clearly which they
Horizontals— sing
No. 212.—Hourglass:
could not pronounce in speaking.
March,
cue.
end,
T,
niece,
Calcium,
Outdoor exercise should be insisted
drayman. Centrals—Century.
upon and the diet should be plain and
1.
Bom-bay. nutritious.—McCall's Magazine.
No. 213.—Divided Cities:
I. Glas3. Charlee-ton.
2. P«-kiug.
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Just before the toilet is complete, reany trace of oatmeal and rub a very
little lanoline or cold cream over the
face: then wipe it off with a fine handkerchief. Powder the face carefully
with a reliable toilet powder, being
careful not to apply too much, and remove any superfluous powder or any that
has rested on the eye brows or lashes
with a piece of fine chamois leather.
The application of lanoline or cold
ford.
cream previous to the powder causes the
latter to adhere, and keeps the comIt happens quite frequently that the
plexion free from any appearance of self-made man has a son who is simply
hot
a
in
shininess even after dancing
tailor-made.
move

what yoo eat.

ren

your summer vacations, perhaps staying
big hotel where there is a "hop"

at some

cooling.

preparation contains all of the
dierestauts and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
Th is

lails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
I
Brick,
Hair,
Lime,
Cement,
Coal,
Ice,
st< machs can take it. By its use many
Sand, Ac.
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. ChildIMKIS. 4K.

Mtl TH

215.—Animal Pvnle.

Kodol

From the Boston Herald, the leading
in its issue
newspaper of New Ftisjaud,
of July 13, I(*»_'.

W. J. WIIKELEK, Agrnt,

Mo. 314.—Char·*·.

first is something good to eat
My second le a preposition.
My third is a inoet important member of the body.
My whole is an explorer.

My
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Twenty years ago, when the department of pi;uioforte instruction was t>eing
developed, a few Ivers Λ l'ond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
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lie is not a thoroughly wise man who
cannot play fool on occasion.

CONSUMPTION THREATENED.

"I was troubled with a hacking cough
for a year and I thought I had consumption," says C. linger, 211 Maple
St., Champaign, 111. "I tried a great
the care
many remedies and I was under
1
of physicians for several months.
used one bottle of Foley's Honey and
Tar. It cured me, and I have not been
troubled since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Young widow—"I wish

you

Singleton—"Why?"
money."

wealthy."

widow—"I need the

Rrc^rds, Blanks, Horns, and

Young

HIS SIGHT THREATENED.

depsia.

There's

something
something.

difference between having
to say and having to say

a

"You may trim my whiskers a little,"
the customer remarked, taking his seat
in the chair.
"Yes, sir," replied the
Boston barber. "Shall I do anything to
your beard, sir?"
You can't always judge a man's temper
by the way he treats his wife before

company.

QUICK

RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUF-

and Tar affords im
mediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
worst stages and if taken in time will
effect a cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Relieve the aches of a bad
back prompt^·—cure all
Kidney and Bladder troubles.

objects

Even the shoemaker
work and no play.

FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE

Stolen sweets are often

indigestible.

"I had diabetes in its worst form,"
writes Marion Lee of Dunreath, Ind.
"I tried eight physicians without relief.
Only three bottles of Foley's Kidney
Cure made me a well man." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
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A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Most men
too

A NECESSARY

Eyeache
Blurring of

Tri» "L F." Atwood's Bitters

neglect a cold. By using One
Cough Cure you can cure it at
Cures coughs, croup, throat and

Don't
Minute
once.

after each meal; it cures dyspepsia.
35c, 8 oz. bottle·—All dealers.

lung troubles.

It doesn't take the honeymoon
go behind the clouds.

long

to

Worms?

Like other evils cramps and diarrluoa
suddenly. Promptly give a dose
of Perry Davis' Painkiller and the pains
will go immediately. A bottle at hand
will save hours of suffering—be pre-

f Many children are troubled with worm·,
ind treated .'or sur iething elie. A few dote· of «

come

Elixir)

True'swoRM
wonnslf they exist, and proveavalo- ■
will

expel
able tonic if there are no wonn·. We. u drntgi· u. ■
Pr. J. r. TUP Ε i" CO., Α·>·Γ». Me. · M

pared.

The fool who rocks the boat
lives to regret it.

generally

CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinino Tablets.
All druggiets refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
25c.
on each box.

TO

This is

a

backward

isithotenoughforyou

season

fiend.

for the

Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man a
head, an active brain, a strong,
vigorous body—makes him fit for the
battle of life.
clear

FOR SALE I

THE HERBFRT M. TUCKER FARM,

on this Uuekilrld road, throe miles from
South l'art·· vl11n?e. The farm com· Inn 75 acre*
Thi; ϋΙ'&κβ lan<1 la to a liluh state of cultlvHtlon.
The natures are good and there Ih plenty of
wood near the bouse
Large and «mall fruit tn
Ilarn 40x62 and carriage houee
abundance.
3ttx40 are new, arc finely finished outside and In,
and cent $1U00. Water In house and l>arn. The
farm carries twenty head of cattle and )>alr of
horses. On rural delivery and cream routes.
Very pleasant location.

altiiHte·!

<>

Samuel Richards,
South Paris, Maine.
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NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,
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NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
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n!xty year» ti wan tin· ΧΚΗ'Λ ι»ΚΚ
soil rea«l In every Stole In II»
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How?
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Si'ihI your or- er ami money to TIIK OXiOltH I>KM<H
.South l'art*, Maine.

to

Κ:·ιιΐ|)Ι·> «ropy frop. Krml your !wI«Ii«'*h
KKW VOUk THIBHNU l AKHBIt, >.·»·

l'ork t'iiy.

Carpets

othl patterns anil clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
VIVIAN

W.

.Lowest Prices in the

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Comer Wain and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

MAINE,
THE

TOY ΕΜΜΟΝΕ, GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.
For particulars an<l terms Inquire of

WILSON * «iltAY, So. Parla,
said Bam, or M. M. KING near the premises.
mournfully, as he leaned over the side of
WANTED.
the ark. "What's wrong now?" queried
Shem. "Why, all this water to fish in,"
Spruce, fir, hemlock and poplar pulp wood.
It delivered on cars or »n yards at railWill
replied Ham, "tad only two worms on road buy
stations. Wood to be peeled and delivered
»
board!"
the coming winter. Will pay the top price for

"This

need

some of the indica
tions of defective vision and shouli
be attended to at once.
You'll be surprised at the com
fort a pair of glasses will afford i
your sight is in any way defective
Scientific examination free an<
proper glasses properly adjusted ή
what you are guaranteed here.

are

teaspoonful of "L. F." The

furnished

the Print

glasses.
They are

Wool
a

in this cut,

Headache

—

PRECAUTION.

so η tod

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.

day

like to be told they
hard.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS

Nichols St.,

lie who would rest must work.

working

agent,

This Beautiful Couch,

L. M. TUFTS,

A LOW PRICE

IT NEEDS A TONIC.
PcWitt'e Little Karly Risers tones t lie
liver. W. Scott, 531 Highland Avenue,
Milton. Pa., says: I have carried DeWitt's Little Early Risers for years and
would not be without them."

W. C. McARDLE,

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Fil pati(*ui· wh«» μ·7 e*i<rr··»*.· oui» no delivery.
I'trmaueut iNire. not un y lempursrv relief for »ll.Verm Vitu* l»»nce.
rou· Intordm Kpilrp«r. Νομπ·
Debility, Kih»u.tion. |>K. II. II. H M XE, Ld.
931 Arch Street. Philadelphia, Kouud*i mtl

every buz of the genuine
T*bi«u

Bromo-Quinine
cold in
that

Country.

any

in

to

TRY

or

High G'ade Portrait Work

oftentimes show the

Deering Ideal Mower,

other

t

Laxative

;he

Hay Makers
Attention !
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to

Will cure Bright'e Disease.
Will cure Diabetes.
Will cure Stone in Bladder.
Will cure Kidney and Bladder Diseases.
Orin Stevens,
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Oxford.

Phi·

Mr. J. Ε. H. Townsend. of Townsend
Bros., carriage manufacturers, of lit JefTerntreet, Beddeford, Me., says: "We used
and
Doan's Kidney I'llls lu our fnmlly.
found them a most valuable remedy. There
market
the
ou
remedies
useless
are so mauy
that when one Is found which experience
for It, It Is a
proves does what Is claimed
I
pleasure to endorse thut preparation.
I'llls at John BerDoan's
Kidney
procured
and
ry's drug store, under Hotel Thacher.
the satisfactory remits obtained warrants
djc in maklug the above statement."
Doan'u Kidney Pills sold at all druir
Stores; 50 cents. Foster-Mllburu Go., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
son

Don't fail

PIANOS.

application.

Picture Frames

Doan's Kidney Pills

FERERS.

Foley's Honey

sent on

No Better Piano made in this

Hard to keep up
With any Kidney ills*

learn?"

TO MY FRIENDS.

Catalogues

Constant backacheTired all the time.
Nerves on edge.
Distressing Urinary troubles.

She—"Are you fond of dancing?" He
—"Awf'ly!" She—"Then why don't you

I was troubled with my stomach for
several months. Upon being advised to
use Kodol, I did so, and words cannot
tell the good it has dune me. Geo. W.
Fry, Viola. Kodol cures all stomach
and bowel troubles, indigestion, dys-

Ν. H.

Can't Stand It. Berlin,

were

"Last month my boy was poisoned by
some weed," ssys W. H. Dibble, Sioux
City, la. We were afraid he would lose
his sight. A neighbor recommended
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve, and in a
few days he was well. For skin diseases,
cuts, burns, scalds, wounds, insect bites,
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve is sure
Relieves piles at once.
cure.

Strich & Zeidler

Supplies.

tough luck,"

the

Croup instantly relieved.

Eclectric Oil.
Perfectly
fails. At any drug store.

Dr. Thomas'
safe.
Never

same.

H. D.
W. Π.

COLE. Brvant's Pond.
CKOCKKTT, Locke's Mills, Me.

LOST.

On Tuesday, July 8, somewhere between W.
H. Lovijoy's In farta and Stearns Hill, an exWill the
tension valise containing clothing.
finder please return to the Democrat office or to
W. H. LOVEJOY, South Paris.

"Sammy Snaggs," said the Sunday
School teacher, "what did the Psalmist
mean when he said all fiesh is grass?"
"He meant to call everybody hayseeds,
To stop new shoee from squeaking I suppose," replied Sammy.
GRASS
SALE.
Many persons in this community are ta ke a small oil can and put a few drop
No §uch thing aa "summer complaint"
suffering from kidney complaint who of oil all round the shoe between the up
grass for sale at Paris Hil.
Standing
could avoid fatal results by using Foley's pen and soles. This will be found to where Dr. Fowler'· Extract of Wild
J. PIERCE,
Inquire of
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. instantly stop the distressing noise new Strawberry is kept handy. Nature's
No. 4 I. 0. 0. F. Block, So. Paris.
shoes frequently make.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
remedy for every looseness of the bowels.

FOR

GhHiDiooFs Greatest Entertainer
Host Fascinate ot all Toys
VlM«nr ttoe «re cklMrea tkere ikoiiM alto be

A TOY ORAPHOPHONE
PLAYS BAM) MUSIC
MU NURSERY SONGS
REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

Mil PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
164 Tremont

St., BOSTON.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

